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PUTTING ON A QUALITY CAMPFIRE

Each evening Outdoor School finishes off the students’ day with a
campfire program.  It gathers everyone together around a campfire
to sing songs, put on theatrical skits and other entertainment such
as stories.  This provides an opportunity for everyone to participate
either directly on stage, or in the audience.  But it takes work to
pull it off.

Campfire is made up of several different parts:

Cabin Calls: Each cabin informs the audience of their presence by
doing a cabin call at the beginning of campfire.  This is a roll call
that will let the staff know everyone has arrived, and the campfire
program can begin.  Cabin calls should be quick so as to allow
time for the main campfire program.

First half of campfire: This part of campfire incorporates cabin
skits with the loud and rowdy songs.  This is the time for silly, fast-
paced songs that get people out of their seats.

Skits: Each cabin group presents a skit during the first half of
campfire.  The skits are split up with songs between them to allow
for smooth transition between them.

Walk-ons: A quick silly joke used before a skit to give a cabin a
chance to get on stage and prepare for their skit.  Used only during
the first part of campfire.

Transition: Usually a poem or story, this is when the campfire
moves from rowdy to slower, more melodic songs.  The lights are
lowered and a candle is lit to signify this change.

Second half of campfire: The last part of campfire is meant to
help us wind down from our busy day.  The songs are often softer,
more moving and beautiful.

Dissmissal: The staff, teachers and guests will close the campfire
by singing quieter songs to the cabin groups as they exit the camp-
fire area.
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A KEY TO WORDS AND SYMBOLS

Repeat Song :  The audience echoes what the singer says or sings.

(x2) : The “x” means times, the number following it means the
number of times to sing the line.

(  ) :  Follow the instructions in the parenthesis.

Call and Response :  These songs will have a leader calling to the
audience, and the audience will be instructed on how to respond.

Repeat and Verse:  This type of song incorporates both repeat lines,
and lines sung all together.

SONGS FOR THE FIRST HALF OF CAMPFIRE
(ROWDY AND EXCITING)

ALLIGATOR SONG

The alligator is my friend
He could be your friend too,
Only you would understand,
That he's got feelings too.

The alligator laughs and sings
He never sings the blues
You'd like him much more as a friend,
Then wearing him as shoes.

(Chorus) Alligator, alligator,
   Could be your friend
   Could be your friend
   Could be your friend, too.

ALPHABET SONG

Oh, A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Oh,
(Each table does a nursery rhyme followed by the alphabet).

Example: “Jack and Jill” or “Humpty-Dumpty”
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ALOUETTE

     D           A7             D
Alouette, gentile alouette
               A7               D
Alouette, ju te plumerai
Je te plumerai la tete
A7
Je te plumerai la tete
D             A7
Et la tete, et  la tete

Alouette, Alouette
Oh,
le bec, le nez, le dos, les pattes, le cou

AARDVARK SONG

I love my aardvark my aardvark loves me
I love my aardvark by the cotton wood tree
My little aardvark goes “oid dee doi dee doi dee dee doi dee dee
doi”

I love my giraffe my giraffe loves me
I love my giraffe by the cotton wood tree
My little giraffe goes (giraffe sign)
My little aardvark goes “oid dee doi dee doi dee dee doi dee dee
doi”

I love my wolf my wolf loves me
I love my wolf by the cotton wood tree
My little wolf goes “grrr”
My little giraffe goes (sign giraffe, put right hand straight up, bend
at the wrist and point fingers at the ground)
My little aardvark goes “oid dee doi dee doi dee dee doi dee dee
doi”

(You may add on verses and animal sounds as you continue.)
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BABY SHARK

Baby shark do do do do do do (x2 and make a mouth with one
hand open and one closed)

Mama shark do do do do do do (x2 with two hands together mak-
ing a mouth)

Daddy shark do do do do do do (x2 with forearms together making
a mouth)

Grandpa shark do do do do do do (x2 with one arm and one leg
making a mouth)

Went for a swim do do do do do do  (Make swimming motion)
for a swim do do do do do do

Saw a shark do do do do do (x2 and make the shape of a fin over
your head)

Swam a little faster do do do do do (Make swimming motion)
a little faster do do do do do

Bay watch rescue do do do do do (x2 with hands to your eyes like
binoculars)

CPR do do do do do (x2with hands together, pushing forward in a
CPR motion)

Got all better do do do do do (x2 with a muscle man motion)

Went to town do do do do do (x2 with a walking motion)

Bought a baby shark do do do do do
baby shark do do do do do (One hand mouth open and close)

BANANA SONG

Bananas unite!
Peel bananas, peel peel bananas

Eat bananas, eat eat bananas
Chew bananas, chew chew bananas

GO BANANAS, GO GO BANANAS
GO BANANAS, GO GO BANANAS
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BINGO

There was a farmer had a dog
And BINGO was his name-oh
B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O, B-I-N-G-O
And BINGO was his name-oh.

(Repeat and leave off the B  but substitute snapping fingers or
clapping hands. Continue verses until only fingers snap or hands
clap B-I-N-G-O).

BLACK SOCKS

Black socks they never get dirty
The longer you wear them the blacker they get,
Some day I think I will launder them
But something keeps telling me,
“Don’t wash them yet, not yet, not yet.”

BO DIDDILY (Repeat Song)

Hey bo diddily bop
I've got to get back to my block
With a pizza in my hand
I could be a pizza man
A pizza man!

Hey bo diddily bop
I've got to get back to my block
With a basketball in my hand
I could be Michael Jordan
Michael Jordan!  A pizza man!

Hey bo diddily bop
I've got to get back to my block
With a book in my hand
I could be librarian
A librarian!  Michael Jordan!  A pizza man!

Hey bo diddily STOP!

(You may create your own verses and check with your personal
mentor to make sure they are ODS appropriate)

Some examples: Vegetarian, Rastafarian, Oregonian etc.
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BOODERFLY (OOOH-LA-LA)

(The crowd repeats the last two words of every sentence and sing
the chorus all together)

If I had the wings of a booderfly
Up to the woods I would fly
Forever remain there a booderfly
Until the day that 1 cry I cry I cry
Chor-us

(Chorus) Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la, La
   Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la, La
   Again
   Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la, La
   Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la Ooh-la-la, La

If I had the wings of a boozard
Up to the woods I would fly
Forever remain there a boozard
Until the day that I cry I cry I cry
Chor-us

(Chorus)

If I had the wings of a arrowplane
Up to the woods I would fly
Forever remain there an arrowplane
Until the day that I cry I cry I cry
Chor-us

(Chorus)

If I had the wings of a kingfisher
Up to the woods I would fly
Forever remain there a kingfisher
Until the day that I cry I cry I cry
Chor-us

(Chorus)
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BOOM-CHICK-A-BOOM  (Repeat song)

I said a boom chick a boom
I said a boom chick a boom
I said a boom chick a rocka chick a rocka chick a boom
Uh huh!
O yeah!
One more time

A little bit janitor style
I said a broom sweep a broom
I said a broom sweep a broom
I said a broom sweep a mop a sweep a mop a sweep a broom
Uh huh!
Oh yeah!
One more time

A little bit south of the boarder style
I said a bean chick a bean
I said a bean chick a bean
I said a super bean burrito and nacho supreme
Uh huh!
O yeah!
No more times

BUBBLE GUM SONG

My mom gave me a nickel to buy a pickle
I did not buy a pickle
I bought some bubble gum

(Chorus) Na na na na na bubble gum
   Na na na na na bubble gum

My mom gave me a dime to buy some tyme
I did not buy some time
I bought some bubble gum

(Chorus)
My mom gave a quarter to pay the porter
I did not pay the porter
I bought some bubble gum

(Chorus)
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BUTTON FACTORY

Hi!
My name is Joe.
I got a wife and three kids,
And I work in a button factory

One day my boss came up to me and said Joe are you busy?
I said no.
He said push this button with your right hand,
So I did.
(Motion with your right hand, continuing motion as you sing)

Hi!
My name is Joe.
I got a wife and three kids,
And I work in a button factory

One day my boss came up to me and said Joe are you busy?
I said no.
He said push this button with your left hand,
So I did.
(Motion with your left and right hands now)

(Continue singing verses and adding right foot, left foot, head or
tongue.  On the last verse when Joe’s boss asks him if he’s busy
scream “YES!”)

CHOCOLATE PUDDING

Chocolate pudding
It comes in a cup

Chocolate pudding
It’s only a buck

From Mama’s kitchen it’s a really good meal
For only a buck
It’s a crazy deal!
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CRAWDAD SONG

C
You get a line I'll get a pole, honey.
      G7
You get a line I'll get a pole babe, babe.
C
You get a line I'll get a pole
F
We'll go down that crawdad hole.
C       G7        C
Honey, oh babe be mine.

See that crawdad struttin' around honey
See that crawdad struttin' around babe, babe
See that crawdad struttin' around
Thinks he's the mayor of Crawdad Town!
Honey, oh babe be mine.

(Chorus) What you gonna do when the well runs dry, honey?
   What you gonna do when the well runs dry,babe? Babe,
   What you gonna do when the well runs dry?
    Sit on the bank and watch the crawdads cry!

I heard the duck say to the drake, honey. "Ain't no crawdads in that
lake!"

Get up old man you slept too late, honey. Crawdads are marchin'
by your gate.

Yonder comes a man with a pack on his back, honey. Totin' all the
crawdads he can pack.

A-settin' on the ice 'til my feet get cold, honey. A-watchin' that
crawdad dig his hole.

Crawdad, crawdad, you'd better dig deep, honey. For I'm a-goin' to
ramble in my sleep.

A-settin' on the ice 'til my feet get hot, honey. A-watchin' that
crawdad rock and trot.
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CROCODILE

Oh, she sailed away on a bright and sunny day,
On the back of a crocodile.

Oh, she said, said she, He's as tame as tame can be,
I'll just ride him up the Nile.

Oh the crock winked his eye
 As she waved them all good-bye,
Wearing a great big smile.

They came back from the ride with the lady inside
And the smile on the crocka - smile on the crocka
Smile on the crocodile.

CRUNCHY CRITTERS
(To the tune of Sarasponda)

(Repeat this verse twice to start the song)
Crunchy critters
Crunchy critters
Crunchy critters
Yum Yum Yum

A centipede!
A crunchy centipede!

I love the creamy filling of a crunchy centipede.
Crunchy Crunchy Crunchy Crunchy (x2)

DAISY

There’s a daisy on my toe
It is not real, it does not grow
It’s just a tattoo of a flower

So I look neato while takin’ a shower
It’s on the second toe of my left foot

A stem and flower, but there’s no root
Purty daisy on my toe

My right foot loves my left foot so!
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DAMPER SONG

Well, you push the damper in, (Push in)
And you pull the damper out ,(Pull out)
And the smoke goes up the chimney just the same,(Spiral hand up)
Just the same, (Raise left arm up to left)
Just the same, (Raise right arm up to right)
 And the smoke goes up the chimney Just the same. (Spiral hand
motion up)

(Do hand motions as you sing the lines.  Keep singing the song
over and over, each time leaving out another line.  Continue doing
the hand motions until you do the whole song with just hand
motions.)

DESPERADO

(Chorus-All together)
He was a big bold man, he was a desperado
From cripple creek right out of Colorado,
And he horsed around like a big tornado
And everywhere he went he said “YEEE-HAAAA”!!

(Repeat after me-one line at a time)
 There was a desperado from the wild and wooly west
And he rode into Chicago just to give the west a rest.
He cause a great commotion by the way he was dressed
and everywhere he went he said, “YEEE-HAAAA!!"

(Chorus)
(Repeat after me-one line at a time)
He went to Coney Island just to check out all the sights.
He saw the cotton candy and the kids all flying kites.
It got him so excited that he shot out all the lights.
And everywhere he went he said, “YEEE-HAAAA”!!

(Chorus)
(Repeat after me-one line at a time)
There was a big policeman just a walking down the street
There was a desperado just a cruising down the boulevard
So he grabbed 'em by the collar and he grabbed 'em by the seat
And he threw 'em where they couldn't here his “YEEEEEEE-
HAAAAAAAA”!!!!!

(Chorus)
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DONKEY RIDING

Were you ever in Quebec
Stowing timber on the deck
See the king with a golden crown
Riding on a donkey.

(Chorus) Hi, ho away we go
   Donkey riding, donkey riding

Hi, ho away we go riding on a donkey.

Were you ever off the Horn
Where it's always nice and warm
See the lion and the unicorn
Riding on a donkey.

Were you ever in Cardiff Bay
Where the folks all shout "Hurray!"
Here comes Johnny with three months pay
Riding on a donkey.

DON'T PUT YOUR FINGER UP YOUR NOSE

Don’t put you finger up your nose
‘Cause your nose knows that's not the place it goes
You can sniffle, you can sneeze, but I'm asking you please
Don't put your finger up your nose

Don't stick your finger in your ear
'Cause then your ear will find it hard to hear
You can thump & you can tug it, but please don't plug it
Don't stick your finger in your ear

Don't put your finger in your eye
That's not a thing you ought to try
You can blink it, you can wink it, but I don't think it
Would be good to put your finger in your eye

Don't stick your finger down your throat
'Cause that'd just make you start to choke
Then up will come your dinner & you'll start to look much
thinner.
Don’t Stick your finger down your throat.
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DONUT SHOP

Well I walked around the corner,
And I walked around the block,
And I walked right into a Donut Shop.
And I picked up a donut
And I wiped off the grease,
And I handed the lady my five cent piece.

Well she looked at the nickel,
And she looked at me
And she said, "Kind, sir As you can plainly see. There's a hole in
the nickel and it goes right through."
And I said, "There's a hole in the donut, too! Thanks for the donut,
so long!"

DOODLE-DO (Waddle-ee-outcha)

Please play for me that sweet melody Called Doodle-dee-do,
Doodle-dee-do I love it so wherever I go I just Doodle-dee-do,
Doodle-dee-do, Simplest song there isn't much to it All you have to
do is Doodle-dee-do it I love it so, wherever I go I just Doodle-dee,
Doodle-dee Doodle-dee, Doodle-dee, Doodle-dee, Doodle-dee Do!

Waddle-ee outcha, waddle-ee outcha Doodle-dee-do, Doodle-dee-
do, Waddle-ee outcha, waddle-ee outcha Doodle-dee-do, Doodle-
dee-do, Simplest song, there isn't much to it, All you have to do is
Doodle-dee-do it I love it so, wherever I go I just Doodle-dee,
Doodle-dee Doodle-dee, Doodle-dee, Doodle-dee, Doodle-dee Do!

DOWN BY THE BAY (Repeat song)

Down by the bay….
Where the watermelon grows….
I dare not go….
For if I did, my mama she’d say….
Have…. You…. Ever seen_________
(Verses that may fill in the blank.  Each time you sing the song add
new verses on to the last one(s) sung)

A moose with his front tooth loose
A bee with a sun-burnt knee
A mouse with a solar powered house
A whale with a poka-dotted tail
A bear combing his hair
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DOWNRIGHT, UPRIGHT
I'm down-right, up-right, in-right, out-right,
Happy all the time
I'm down-right, up-right, in-right, out-right,
Happy all the time
Since we came to camp
We've made a lot of friends
We're down-right, up-right, in-right,
Out-right, happy all the time.

DUM DUM DADA(With hand motions)
Dum dum dada, da dum dum dada
Da dum dum dada da dum
Dum dum dada, da dum dum dada
Da dum dum dada da dum

 1. Clap hands on knees twice, cross right hand to tap left shoulder
twice, clap hands on knees twice, cross left hand to tap right
shoulder twice.
2. Clap hands on knees once, then cross one hand to one shoulder,
clap hands on knee, then cross other hand to other shoulder, clap
hands on knees, cross hands and clap knees, uncross hands and
clap hands on knees, snap fingers.
3. Fold arms and rock.
4. Do the "Skate".
5. Combine all four motions.

EDDIE
(Chorus)Eddie Kootcha Katcha Kamma Tosa Mira losa

  Known as Samma Kamma Wackee Brown
  Fell into the well, fell into the well
  Fell into the deep dark well.

Suzy Jones, milkin' in the barn
Saw him fall and ran inside to tell her ma that (Chorus)

Suzy's ma bakin' cracklin' bread
Told ole Joe that her little Suzy said that (Chorus)

Then old Joe, he put his plow aside
Grabbed his cane, hobbled into town and cried that (Chorus)

To the well, everybody came What a shame, it took so long to say
his name that Eddie Kootcha Katcha Kamma Tosa Mira Tosa
Known as Samma Kamma Wackee Brown, drowned.
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FUNKY CHICKEN (Call and response)

Leader: Let me see you do the funky chicken.
Crowd: What's that you say?

Leader: I said let me see you do the funky chicken.
Crowd: What's that you say?

Everyone: “ Ooh, ah ah  a ooh, ah ah a ooh, ah ah a ooh
One more time, Ooh, ah ah  a ooh, ah ah a ooh, ah ah a ooh. (Sing
while doing the funky chicken)

Leader: Let me see you do the cheerleader
Crowd: What's that you say?

Leader: I said let me see you do the cheerleader
Crowd: What's that you say?

Everyone: I said an “ Ooh, ah ah  a ooh, ah ah a ooh, ah ah a ooh
One more time, Ooh, ah ah  a ooh, ah ah a ooh, ah ah a ooh.”

Leader: Let me see you do the scrambled egg
Crowd: What's that you say?

Leader: I said let me see you do the scrambled egg
Crowd: What's that you say?

Everyone: I said an “ Ooh, ah ah  a ooh, ah ah a ooh, ah ah a ooh
One more time, Ooh, ah ah  a ooh, ah ah a ooh, ah ah a ooh.”

GEORGIE

Every morning at half-past eight
I go ooooeeee ooooeeee ooooeeee to Georgie

And every morning at half-past eight
He goes ooooeeee ooooeeee ooooeeee to me

No need to knock,
No need to ring,

Because as I rub my eyes...
I open the window
Stick out my head

And go ooooeeee ooooeeee ooooeeee to Georgie
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GING GANG GOOLIE
(Explanation: This song was written with the intention of using
words which could be used universally and have no meaning.)

Ging gang goolie goolie goolie goolie wash wash
Ging gang goo, ging gang goo
Ging gang goolie goolie goolie goolie wash wash
Ging gang goo, ging gang goo

Oh-oh-oh a la, oh a la shayla
Oh a la shay la shay la oh-oh
A la oh a la shayla oh a la shayla shayla oh

Sholly wally, sholly wally, sholly wally, sholly wally, oompa
oompa oompa....
Sholly wally, sholly wally, sholly wally, sholly wally, oompa
oompaoom!”

GLOOP GLOOP
Gloop gloop went the little green frog one day,
Gloop gloop went the little green frog
Gloop gloop went the little green frog one day
And they all went gloop gloop glop!
But we all know frogs go,
La de da de da
La de da de da
La de da de da
We all know frogs go, la de da de da
They don't go gloop gloop glop!
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GRAND OLD DUKE

The grand old Duke of York
He had ten thousand men,
He marched them up the hill
And then he marched them down again.

Now when you're up, you're up,
And when you're down, you're down,
And when you're only half-way up
You're neither up nor down.

(Students stand up, down, or halfway up when the song says, “up”,
“down” or “half-way up”.)

THE BRAVE YOUNG CAPTAIN KIRK (To the tune of Grand
Old Duke)

The brave young Captain Kirk
He had 500 men
He beamed them up the Enterprise
And beamed them down again

And when you're up, you're up
And when you're down, you're down
And when you're only half way up
You're nowhere to be found

(Students stand up, down, or halfway up when the song says, “up”,
“down” or “half-way up”.)
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GREEN GRASS GROWS  (Repeat Song)

(These lines are sung all together)
There's a tree in the hole
And a hole in the ground
And the green grass grows all around all around
And the green grass grows all around.

(Repeat the verses)
And on that tree
There was a limb
The prettiest little limb
That you ever did see.

There's a limb on the tree
And a tree in the hole
And a hole in the ground
And the green grass grows all around all around
And the green grass grows all around.

(Add these verses as you go)
Branch on the limb
Twig on the branch
Leaf on the twig
Bug on the leaf
Freckle on the bug
Hair on the freckle

GROOVY SHIRT

Do you have a shirt that you really love?
One that you feel so groovy in.
You don’t care if it shrinks in the dryer,
That only makes it groovier.

(Chorus)
I Love my shirt,
I Love my shirt,
My shirt is so comfortably lovely. (x2)

(Replace “shirt shrinks” in the dryer line with theses verses)
Friends-Sing out of key
Jeans-Knees get all worn out
Oven Mitts-They don’t match
Sunglasses-If they get caught in your hair
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sGREEN GRASS GROWS  (Repeat Song)

(These lines are sung all together)
There's a tree in the hole
And a hole in the ground
And the green grass grows all around all around
And the green grass grows all around.

(Repeat the verses)
And on that tree
There was a limb
The prettiest little limb
That you ever did see.

There's a limb on the tree
And a tree in the hole
And a hole in the ground
And the green grass grows all around all around
And the green grass grows all around.

(Add these verses as you go)
Branch on the limb
Twig on the branch
Leaf on the twig
Bug on the leaf
Freckle on the bug
Hair on the freckle

GROOVY SHIRT

Do you have a shirt that you really love?
One that you feel so groovy in.
You don’t care if it shrinks in the dryer,
That only makes it groovier.

(Chorus)
I Love my shirt,
I Love my shirt,
My shirt is so comfortably lovely. (x2)

(Replace “shirt shrinks” in the dryer line with theses verses)
Friends-Sing out of key
Jeans-Knees get all worn out
Oven Mitts-They don’t match
Sunglasses-If they get caught in your hair



HERMAN THE WORM

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate short distance with figures)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my brother"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate an even bigger distance with fingers)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my sister"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate an even bigger distance with hands)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my father"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate the biggest distance with hands)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my mother"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate a very small distance with fingers)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I burped"
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HERMAN THE WORM

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate short distance with figures)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my brother"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate an even bigger distance with fingers)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my sister"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate an even bigger distance with hands)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my father"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate the biggest distance with hands)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I ate my mother"

Sitting on a fencepost chewing on my bubblegum “chomp! chomp!
chomp!”
Playing with my yo-yo “whoo! whoo!”
When along came Herman the Worm
And he was this big (Indicate a very small distance with fingers)
And I said, "Herman, what happened?"
"I burped"



HIPPO SONG

What can make a hippopotamus smile,
What can make him walk more then a mile,
It's not a party with paper hats
Or barrels of candy that makes him fat
That's not what hippos do

(Chorus) They ooze through the goo with out any shoes
   They wade the water until their lips turn blue
   That's what hippos do

What can make a hippopotamus smile
What can make him walk more then a mile
It's not a tune on the old violin
Or listening to the whistling wind
That's not what hippos do
(Chorus)

Yes, that's what hippos
Yes, that's what hippos
YES, THAT’S WHAT HIPPO’S DO!

HUMPTY DUMP (Add in Nursery Rhymes as you go)

(Chorus) Humpty dump
   Hump humpty dumpty-dumpty
   Humpty dump
   Hump humpty dumpty-dumpty

(Verse)
Little Miss Muffett sat on her tuffett
Eating her curds and whey
Along came a spider and sat down beside her
And said OOH AIN'T THAT FUNKY NOW!

(Other Nursery Rhymes may be substituted for different verses)
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HIPPO SONG

What can make a hippopotamus smile,
What can make him walk more then a mile,
It's not a party with paper hats
Or barrels of candy that makes him fat
That's not what hippos do

(Chorus) They ooze through the goo with out any shoes
   They wade the water until their lips turn blue
   That's what hippos do

What can make a hippopotamus smile
What can make him walk more then a mile
It's not a tune on the old violin
Or listening to the whistling wind
That's not what hippos do
(Chorus)

Yes, that's what hippos
Yes, that's what hippos
YES, THAT’S WHAT HIPPO’S DO!

HUMPTY DUMP (Add in Nursery Rhymes as you go)

(Chorus) Humpty dump
   Hump humpty dumpty-dumpty
   Humpty dump
   Hump humpty dumpty-dumpty

(Verse)
Little Miss Muffett sat on her tuffett
Eating her curds and whey
Along came a spider and sat down beside her
And said OOH AIN'T THAT FUNKY NOW!

(Other Nursery Rhymes may be substituted for different verses)



IF YOU'RE HAPPY

If you're happy and you know it Clap your hands (CLAP CLAP),
If you're happy and you know it Clap your hands (CLAP CLAP),

If you're happy and you know it
Then you really ought to show it
If you're happy and you know it clap your hands (CLAP CLAP).

Repeat above, substituting these variations:

Slap your knees, (SLAP, SLAP)
Shout “hooray”, (“HOORAY”)!
Do all three, (CLAP, CLAP), (SLAP, SLAP), (“HOORAY!”)

IN A COTTAGE IN A WOOD

(With Motions for each line)

In a cottage in a wood, (With both hands draw a square)

Little man by the window stood (Make hands like binoculars and
put to face)

Saw a rabbit running by, (Pass hands in front of body from left to
right, moving fingers as running feet)

Knocking at the door. (Knock on imaginary door with hand)

“Help me! Help me! Help!” he cried, (Throw hands over head on
each “help”)

“Lest the hunter catch me now!”(Make fearful face)

“Little rabbit, come inside,” (Beckon with right arm)

“Safely you may hide.” (Hold bunny with right arm and pet with
left hand)

(Directions: Sing entire song and motions through once. The
second time words and motions to line 8, and just motions for line
8. Third time words and motions to line 7 and just motions for 7
and 8, etc., until the song is done entirely with motions. Then
repeat, very fast with song and motions together, once)
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IF YOU'RE HAPPY

If you're happy and you know it Clap your hands (CLAP CLAP),
If you're happy and you know it Clap your hands (CLAP CLAP),

If you're happy and you know it
Then you really ought to show it
If you're happy and you know it clap your hands (CLAP CLAP).

Repeat above, substituting these variations:

Slap your knees, (SLAP, SLAP)
Shout “hooray”, (“HOORAY”)!
Do all three, (CLAP, CLAP), (SLAP, SLAP), (“HOORAY!”)

IN A COTTAGE IN A WOOD

(With Motions for each line)

In a cottage in a wood, (With both hands draw a square)

Little man by the window stood (Make hands like binoculars and
put to face)

Saw a rabbit running by, (Pass hands in front of body from left to
right, moving fingers as running feet)

Knocking at the door. (Knock on imaginary door with hand)

“Help me! Help me! Help!” he cried, (Throw hands over head on
each “help”)

“Lest the hunter catch me now!”(Make fearful face)

“Little rabbit, come inside,” (Beckon with right arm)

“Safely you may hide.” (Hold bunny with right arm and pet with
left hand)

(Directions: Sing entire song and motions through once. The
second time words and motions to line 8, and just motions for line
8. Third time words and motions to line 7 and just motions for 7
and 8, etc., until the song is done entirely with motions. Then
repeat, very fast with song and motions together, once)



I WANT TO EAT 8 APPLES

I want to eat
I want to eat
Eight apples and bananas
(x2)

(Go through the verse again, but substitute a new vowel sound into
it, changing the sounds of the words.  Using a different vowel
sound with each new verse)

Example: Using the long a sound

A waint tay ate
A waint tay ate
Aight apples and bananas
(x2)

JAWS  (Repeat Song)

Here's a story, do do, a do do do do
About Jaws do do, a do do do do
Microscopic Jaws do do, a do do do do
Baby Jaws do do, a do do do do
Teenage Jaws do do, a do do do do
Papa Jaws do do, a do do do do
A do, a do, a do, do do do
There once was a lady, do do do do do
A-swimming in the sea, do do do do do
"Won't you come in the water and swim with me?"
Along comes Jaws, do do, a do do do do
Hungry Jaws do do, a do do do do
Horrible Jaws do do, a do do do do do
SHARK ATTACK!! Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!
Away swims Jaws do do, a do do do do

Hand Motions:
Microscopic Jaws: Use end of thumb and first finger.
Baby Jaws: Use thumb and first finger open.
Teenage Jaws: Use whole hand moving rapidly.
Papa Jaws: Use both arms.
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I WANT TO EAT 8 APPLES

I want to eat
I want to eat
Eight apples and bananas
(x2)

(Go through the verse again, but substitute a new vowel sound into
it, changing the sounds of the words.  Using a different vowel
sound with each new verse)

Example: Using the long a sound

A waint tay ate
A waint tay ate
Aight apples and bananas
(x2)

JAWS  (Repeat Song)

Here's a story, do do, a do do do do
About Jaws do do, a do do do do
Microscopic Jaws do do, a do do do do
Baby Jaws do do, a do do do do
Teenage Jaws do do, a do do do do
Papa Jaws do do, a do do do do
A do, a do, a do, do do do
There once was a lady, do do do do do
A-swimming in the sea, do do do do do
"Won't you come in the water and swim with me?"
Along comes Jaws, do do, a do do do do
Hungry Jaws do do, a do do do do
Horrible Jaws do do, a do do do do do
SHARK ATTACK!! Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!
Away swims Jaws do do, a do do do do

Hand Motions:
Microscopic Jaws: Use end of thumb and first finger.
Baby Jaws: Use thumb and first finger open.
Teenage Jaws: Use whole hand moving rapidly.
Papa Jaws: Use both arms.



JOHN JACOB JINGLE HEIMER SCHMIDT

John Jacob Jingle Heimer Schmidt
That's my name too.

Whenever I go out, the people always shout,
There goes John Jacob Jingle Heimer Schmidt.
Tah, Dah, Dah, Dah, Dah, Dah, Dah.
(Repeat and sing verse softer each time, with the last line always
loud)

LEMON DROPS AND GUMDROPS

If all of the raindrops were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh what a world this would be,
I'd stand outside with my mouth open wide
Going, “aah aah aah aah aah aah aah!”

If all of the raindrops were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh what a world this would be,
If all of the snowflakes were candy bars and milkshakes
Oh what a world this would be,

I'd stand outside with my mouth open wide
Going, “aah aah aah aaah aah aah aah!”

If all of the snowflakes were candy bars and milkshakes
Oh what a world this would be.

LITTLE PILE OF TIN

I’m a little pile of tin,
Nobody knows what shape I’m in

Got four wheels and a runnin’ board,
I’m a four-door, I’m a Ford.

Honk-honk, rattle-rattle, crash, beep-beep,
Honk-honk, rattle-rattle, crash, beep-beep.
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JOHN JACOB JINGLE HEIMER SCHMIDT

John Jacob Jingle Heimer Schmidt
That's my name too.

Whenever I go out, the people always shout,
There goes John Jacob Jingle Heimer Schmidt.
Tah, Dah, Dah, Dah, Dah, Dah, Dah.
(Repeat and sing verse softer each time, with the last line always
loud)

LEMON DROPS AND GUMDROPS

If all of the raindrops were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh what a world this would be,
I'd stand outside with my mouth open wide
Going, “aah aah aah aah aah aah aah!”

If all of the raindrops were lemon drops and gumdrops
Oh what a world this would be,
If all of the snowflakes were candy bars and milkshakes
Oh what a world this would be,

I'd stand outside with my mouth open wide
Going, “aah aah aah aaah aah aah aah!”

If all of the snowflakes were candy bars and milkshakes
Oh what a world this would be.

LITTLE PILE OF TIN

I’m a little pile of tin,
Nobody knows what shape I’m in

Got four wheels and a runnin’ board,
I’m a four-door, I’m a Ford.

Honk-honk, rattle-rattle, crash, beep-beep,
Honk-honk, rattle-rattle, crash, beep-beep.



LITTLE RED CABOOSE

Little red caboose
Chug, chug, chug

Little red caboose
Chug, chug, chug

Little red caboose behind the train-train-train-train
Smokestack on its back- back- back- back
Comin’ down the track- track- track- track

Little red caboose behind the train
Choo-choo!

MAMA DON’T ALLOW

Mama don't 'low no guitar pickin’ round here (x2)
I don't care what Mama don't 'low, gonna pick my guitar anyhow,
Mama don't 'low no guitar pickin’ round here

Mama don't 'low no banjo playin’ round here...
I don't care what Mama don't 'low, gonna pick my banjo anyhow,
Mama don't 'low no banjo pickin’ round here

MICHAEL FINNEGAN

I know a man named Michael Finnigan.
He grew whiskers on his chin agin'.

They grew out and right back in agin'.
Poor old Michael Finnigan, begin again.

MUD

Mud, mud, glorious mud
Nothing quite like it for soothing the blood.

So, follow me, follow me,
Down to the hollow

And there we will wallow in
Glorious mud . . .
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LITTLE RED CABOOSE

Little red caboose
Chug, chug, chug

Little red caboose
Chug, chug, chug

Little red caboose behind the train-train-train-train
Smokestack on its back- back- back- back
Comin’ down the track- track- track- track

Little red caboose behind the train
Choo-choo!

MAMA DON’T ALLOW

Mama don't 'low no guitar pickin’ round here (x2)
I don't care what Mama don't 'low, gonna pick my guitar anyhow,
Mama don't 'low no guitar pickin’ round here

Mama don't 'low no banjo playin’ round here...
I don't care what Mama don't 'low, gonna pick my banjo anyhow,
Mama don't 'low no banjo pickin’ round here

MICHAEL FINNEGAN

I know a man named Michael Finnigan.
He grew whiskers on his chin agin'.

They grew out and right back in agin'.
Poor old Michael Finnigan, begin again.

MUD

Mud, mud, glorious mud
Nothing quite like it for soothing the blood.

So, follow me, follow me,
Down to the hollow

And there we will wallow in
Glorious mud . . .



MOOSE SONG (Repeat song)

There was a great big moose,
Who liked to drink a lot of juice.

(Repeat verse singing)

(Chorus) Singing wo oh wo-
   Way yo way yo way yo way yo-
   Way yo way yo- way yo-
   Way yo way yo way yo way yo

The moose's name was Fred-
He liked to drink his juice in bed
(Repeat verse singing)

(Chorus)

He drank his juice with care-
But he spilled some on his hair-
(Repeat verse singing)

(Chorus)

Now he's a great big moose-
And he's full of juice-
But he's a moose-
On the loose-

(Chorus)

MY HAT IT HAS THREE CORNERS

My hat it has three corners,
Three corners has my hat,

And had it not three corners
It would not be my hat.

(Substitute these motions for words)
My: Point to self,

Hat: Point to head,
Three: Hold up three fingers,
Corners: Point to bent elbow.
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MOOSE SONG (Repeat song)

There was a great big moose,
Who liked to drink a lot of juice.

(Repeat verse singing)

(Chorus) Singing wo oh wo-
   Way yo way yo way yo way yo-
   Way yo way yo- way yo-
   Way yo way yo way yo way yo

The moose's name was Fred-
He liked to drink his juice in bed
(Repeat verse singing)

(Chorus)

He drank his juice with care-
But he spilled some on his hair-
(Repeat verse singing)

(Chorus)

Now he's a great big moose-
And he's full of juice-
But he's a moose-
On the loose-

(Chorus)

MY HAT IT HAS THREE CORNERS

My hat it has three corners,
Three corners has my hat,

And had it not three corners
It would not be my hat.

(Substitute these motions for words)
My: Point to self,

Hat: Point to head,
Three: Hold up three fingers,
Corners: Point to bent elbow.



MY RHINOCEROS

(Chorus)      D    A
My rhinoceros, my rhinoceros,
E      D      A
He has such a beautiful smile.
       D    A
My rhinoceros, my rhinoceros,
  E          E7           A
But he smiles only once in awhile.

(Verse)
A E7 A
My rhinoceros likes donuts,
A            E7       A
He eats them every morn.
A E7        A
But he doesn't have any pockets
E    E7       A
So he puts them all on his horn.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros gets sleepy, And he has to take a nap, But first you
must read him a story, And he has to sit on your lap.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros likes to fly kites We bought him one made in Japan.
But he put his own tail on it Now he flies like Superman.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros likes fishing At six he gets out of bed He thought he
had caught a big one But reeled himself in instead.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros likes hamburgers, He thinks making them is fun.
But he sat on his hobo stove And now he has french fried buns.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros gets sleepy When he goes for an auto ride If he
doesn't want to go with us He runs to his room and he hides.
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MY RHINOCEROS

(Chorus)      D    A
My rhinoceros, my rhinoceros,
E      D      A
He has such a beautiful smile.
       D    A
My rhinoceros, my rhinoceros,
  E          E7           A
But he smiles only once in awhile.

(Verse)
A E7 A
My rhinoceros likes donuts,
A            E7       A
He eats them every morn.
A E7        A
But he doesn't have any pockets
E    E7       A
So he puts them all on his horn.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros gets sleepy, And he has to take a nap, But first you
must read him a story, And he has to sit on your lap.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros likes to fly kites We bought him one made in Japan.
But he put his own tail on it Now he flies like Superman.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros likes fishing At six he gets out of bed He thought he
had caught a big one But reeled himself in instead.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros likes hamburgers, He thinks making them is fun.
But he sat on his hobo stove And now he has french fried buns.

(Chorus)
My rhinoceros gets sleepy When he goes for an auto ride If he
doesn't want to go with us He runs to his room and he hides.



ONE DARK NIGHT

One dark night when we were all in bed
Old lady Leary left the lantern in the shed

And when the cow kicked it over,
 She winked her eye and said,

“There'll be a hot time in the old town tonight.”

“Fire! Fire! Fire!”
“Water! Water! Water!”

“Jump, lady, jump!”
“Ahh, splat!”

ONE FAT HEN (Repeat-after-me)

(Each line is built on the previous line.)
One fat hen,

And a couple of ducks,
Three baby brown bear,
Four rapid-running hare,
Five fat fidgety felines,

Six simple Simon’s selling salt in Siam,
Seven slimy sailors sniffing snooze,

Eight elongated elephants elevated on an escalator,
Nine nasty nose Nimbrios, nibbling on the noses of nine nasty nose

Nimbriots,
Ten two ton, two-tone transcontinental tractor-trailers, travelling
from Tallahasse, Tennessee to Taylor, Texas on Texaco True-Test.
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ONE DARK NIGHT

One dark night when we were all in bed
Old lady Leary left the lantern in the shed

And when the cow kicked it over,
 She winked her eye and said,

“There'll be a hot time in the old town tonight.”

“Fire! Fire! Fire!”
“Water! Water! Water!”

“Jump, lady, jump!”
“Ahh, splat!”

ONE FAT HEN (Repeat-after-me)

(Each line is built on the previous line.)
One fat hen,

And a couple of ducks,
Three baby brown bear,
Four rapid-running hare,
Five fat fidgety felines,

Six simple Simon’s selling salt in Siam,
Seven slimy sailors sniffing snooze,

Eight elongated elephants elevated on an escalator,
Nine nasty nose Nimbrios, nibbling on the noses of nine nasty nose

Nimbriots,
Ten two ton, two-tone transcontinental tractor-trailers, travelling
from Tallahasse, Tennessee to Taylor, Texas on Texaco True-Test.



PEANUT BUTTER

(Chorus) Peanut, peanut butter and jelly.
   Peanut, peanut butter and jelly.

First you take the peanuts and you pick 'em, you pick 'em, you pick
'em, pick 'em, pick 'em.

And then you smash 'em, you smash 'em you smash 'em, smash
'em, smash 'em.

And then you spread 'em on the bread.
Two, three, four

(Chorus)

Then you take the berries and you pick 'em you pick 'em, you pick
'em, pick 'em, pick 'em.

And then you smash 'em, you smash 'em, you smash 'em, smash
'em, smash 'em.

And then you spread 'em on the bread.
Two, three, four

(Chorus)

Then you take the sandwich and you bite it,
you bite it, you bite it, bite it, bite it,
And then you chew it, you chew it,

you chew it, chew it, chew it

(Chorus is garbled because your mouth is filled with peanut butter
and jelly)
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PEANUT BUTTER

(Chorus) Peanut, peanut butter and jelly.
   Peanut, peanut butter and jelly.

First you take the peanuts and you pick 'em, you pick 'em, you pick
'em, pick 'em, pick 'em.

And then you smash 'em, you smash 'em you smash 'em, smash
'em, smash 'em.

And then you spread 'em on the bread.
Two, three, four

(Chorus)

Then you take the berries and you pick 'em you pick 'em, you pick
'em, pick 'em, pick 'em.

And then you smash 'em, you smash 'em, you smash 'em, smash
'em, smash 'em.

And then you spread 'em on the bread.
Two, three, four

(Chorus)

Then you take the sandwich and you bite it,
you bite it, you bite it, bite it, bite it,
And then you chew it, you chew it,

you chew it, chew it, chew it

(Chorus is garbled because your mouth is filled with peanut butter
and jelly)



THE PRINCESS PAT (Repeat song)

The Princess Pat
Lived in a tree.
She sailed across
The seven seas.
She sailed across
The channel too,
And took with her
A Rickabamboo.

A Rickabamboo.
Now what is that?
It's something made,
By the Princess Pat.

It's red and gold,
And purple too.
That's why it's called

The Rickabamboo.
Now Captain Jack,
Had a mighty fine crew,
He sailed across
The channel too,
But his ship sank
And yours will too,
If you don't have
A Rickabamboo

A Rickabamboo
Now what is that?
It's something made
By the Princess Pat.
It's red and gold,
And purple too.
That's why it's called
The Rickabamboo.
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THE PRINCESS PAT (Repeat song)

The Princess Pat
Lived in a tree.
She sailed across
The seven seas.
She sailed across
The channel too,
And took with her
A Rickabamboo.

A Rickabamboo.
Now what is that?
It's something made,
By the Princess Pat.

It's red and gold,
And purple too.
That's why it's called

The Rickabamboo.
Now Captain Jack,
Had a mighty fine crew,
He sailed across
The channel too,
But his ship sank
And yours will too,
If you don't have
A Rickabamboo

A Rickabamboo
Now what is that?
It's something made
By the Princess Pat.
It's red and gold,
And purple too.
That's why it's called
The Rickabamboo.

Jump-Down

Jump-down, turnaround
Pick up all the dishes

Jump-down, turnaround
Pick up all the dishes
(repeat)

Oh!  Help me pick up all dishes
Oh!  Help me pick up all the forks,
(repeat)

Jump-Down

Jump-down, turnaround
Pick up all the dishes

Jump-down, turnaround
Pick up all the dishes
(repeat)

Oh!  Help me pick up all dishes
Oh!  Help me pick up all the forks,
(repeat)



RATTLIN’ BOG (Repeat Song)

(Chorus all together) Hey, ho the rattlin' bog
Bog down in that valley oh
Hey, ho the rattlin' bog
Bog down in that valley oh

(Repeat verse)
And in that bog
There was a tree
(Verse all together..)
A rare tree a rattlin' tree
And the tree in the bog
And the bog down in that valley oh
 (Chorus)

(Repeat verse)
 And on that tree
There was a limb
(Verse all together. Adding the new line into the verse)
A rare limb a rattlin' limb
And the limb on the tree
And the tree in the bog
And the bog down in that valley oh
(Chorus)

“Limb” then gets replaced with the following:
Branch, Twig, Leaf, Nest, Egg, Bird, Wing, Feather, etc...

SONS OF THE SEA
Sons of the sea, bobbin’ up and down like this!

Sailing the ocean, bobbin’ up and down like this!

Well you could sail a ship my friend, bobbin’ up and down like
this!

But you can’t beat the boys in the bulldog ring, bobbin up and
down like this!

(Repeat the first half of the lines, then add in one at a time in front
of the bobbin’ lines: “swabbin’ up the deck”, “hitchin’ up your
pants” and finally “pukin’ over the side”.  Each time building on
the last time.  Add in fun motions that the students can do along
with the song.)
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(Chorus all together) Hey, ho the rattlin' bog
Bog down in that valley oh
Hey, ho the rattlin' bog
Bog down in that valley oh

(Repeat verse)
And in that bog
There was a tree
(Verse all together..)
A rare tree a rattlin' tree
And the tree in the bog
And the bog down in that valley oh
 (Chorus)

(Repeat verse)
 And on that tree
There was a limb
(Verse all together. Adding the new line into the verse)
A rare limb a rattlin' limb
And the limb on the tree
And the tree in the bog
And the bog down in that valley oh
(Chorus)

“Limb” then gets replaced with the following:
Branch, Twig, Leaf, Nest, Egg, Bird, Wing, Feather, etc...

SONS OF THE SEA
Sons of the sea, bobbin’ up and down like this!

Sailing the ocean, bobbin’ up and down like this!

Well you could sail a ship my friend, bobbin’ up and down like
this!

But you can’t beat the boys in the bulldog ring, bobbin up and
down like this!

(Repeat the first half of the lines, then add in one at a time in front
of the bobbin’ lines: “swabbin’ up the deck”, “hitchin’ up your
pants” and finally “pukin’ over the side”.  Each time building on
the last time.  Add in fun motions that the students can do along
with the song.)



SPACESHIP SONG

Little spaceship in the sky,
Inside spaceship, conehead guy.

Saw an astronaut passing by
Knocking at my door

Help me, help me, help me,
He said,
Before that meteor hits my head.

Aaaaaaah!
Splat!

SHE'LL BE COMIN' 'ROUND THE MOUNTAIN (With
Motions)

Sing each stanza and make the appropriate gesture three times. At
the end of each stanza repeat sounds and gestures of all previous
stanzas.

For example, at the end of the sixth stanza you would say and do,
"Scratch, scratch! Yum, yum! Hack, hack! Hi, Babe! Whoa, back!
Woo, hoo'

She'll be comin' round the mountain when she comes, “Woo, hoo!”
(Pull down an imaginary whistle cord twice)

She'll be drivin' six white horses when she comes, “Whoa, back!”
(Pull back on reins)

And we'll all go out to meet her when she comes, “Hi, Babe!”
(Wave right hand, palm front, left to right)

And we'll kill the old red rooster When she comes, “Hack, hack!”
(Chopping motion with right hand)

And we'll all have chicken and dumplings when she comes, “Yum,
yum!”
(Rub stomach)

And we'll wear our bright red woolies when she comes, “Scratch,
scratch!”
(Scratch ribs)
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"Scratch, scratch! Yum, yum! Hack, hack! Hi, Babe! Whoa, back!
Woo, hoo'

She'll be comin' round the mountain when she comes, “Woo, hoo!”
(Pull down an imaginary whistle cord twice)

She'll be drivin' six white horses when she comes, “Whoa, back!”
(Pull back on reins)

And we'll all go out to meet her when she comes, “Hi, Babe!”
(Wave right hand, palm front, left to right)

And we'll kill the old red rooster When she comes, “Hack, hack!”
(Chopping motion with right hand)

And we'll all have chicken and dumplings when she comes, “Yum,
yum!”
(Rub stomach)

And we'll wear our bright red woolies when she comes, “Scratch,
scratch!”
(Scratch ribs)



SHOO FLY PIE

Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
Makes your eyes light up
And your tummy says, “Howdy!”
Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
You never get enough of that wonderful stuff!

Mama, when you bake (2 claps)
Mama, don't bake cake (2 claps)
Mama, for my sake (2 claps)
Go to the oven and make some ever lovin'

Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
Makes your eyes light up
And your tummy says, “Howdy!”
Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
You never get enough of that wonderful stuff!

Shoo shoo fly pie (2 claps)
Shoo shoo fly pie (2 claps)
Shoo shoo fly pie (2 claps)
You never get enough of that wonderful stuff! Yeah!

THE MORE WE GET TOGETHER

The more we get together, together, together,
The more we get together,
The happier we'll be.

For your friends are my friends,
And my friends are your friends,
The more  we get together,
The happier we'll be.
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Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
Makes your eyes light up
And your tummy says, “Howdy!”
Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
You never get enough of that wonderful stuff!

Mama, when you bake (2 claps)
Mama, don't bake cake (2 claps)
Mama, for my sake (2 claps)
Go to the oven and make some ever lovin'

Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
Makes your eyes light up
And your tummy says, “Howdy!”
Shoo fly pie and apple pandowdy
You never get enough of that wonderful stuff!

Shoo shoo fly pie (2 claps)
Shoo shoo fly pie (2 claps)
Shoo shoo fly pie (2 claps)
You never get enough of that wonderful stuff! Yeah!

THE MORE WE GET TOGETHER

The more we get together, together, together,
The more we get together,
The happier we'll be.

For your friends are my friends,
And my friends are your friends,
The more  we get together,
The happier we'll be.



SWISS BOY (With Motions)

Oh a Swiss boy went yodeling on a mountain so high
When along came a cuckoo- cuckoo bird interrupting his cry.

Oooh lah rah, oh lay rah ka kee ah
Oh lay rah cuckoo, cuckoo (motion #1)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh lay rah cuckoo, cuckoo (motion #1)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh lay rah cuckoo (motion #1)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh.

Oh a Swiss boy went yodeling on a mountain so high
When along came an avalanche interrupting his cry.

Oooh lah rah, oh lay rah ka kee ah
Oh lay rah cuckoo, cuckoo, rumble-rumble (motion #1 and #2)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh lay rah cuckoo, cuckoo, rumble-rumble
(motion #1 and #2)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh lay rah cuckoo, rumble-rumble (motion #1
and #2)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh.

Continue song with these verses St. Bernard and Grizzly Bear.

Verses and Motions:
1. Cuckoo-cuckoo bird: “cuckoo-cuckoo”, chicken wing motion
2. Avalanche: “rumble, rumble”, swoosh motion
3. St. Bernard: “Woof, woof”, dog running
4. Grizzly bear: “Grrr” with arms up and bearish face, song ends
first time you sing “Grrr”

When you sing “Oooh lay rah” do a drum roll on your knees. Then
for the rest of the verse, slap hands on knees, clap hands together,
snap fingers, continuing with these until you get to the motions that
apply to the verse words, i.e. when you get to the “cuckoo-cuckoo”
you start the chicken wing motion.
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Oh a Swiss boy went yodeling on a mountain so high
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Oh lay rah cuckoo, cuckoo, rumble-rumble (motion #1 and #2)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh lay rah cuckoo, cuckoo, rumble-rumble
(motion #1 and #2)
Oh lay rah ka kee ah oh lay rah cuckoo, rumble-rumble (motion #1
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When you sing “Oooh lay rah” do a drum roll on your knees. Then
for the rest of the verse, slap hands on knees, clap hands together,
snap fingers, continuing with these until you get to the motions that
apply to the verse words, i.e. when you get to the “cuckoo-cuckoo”
you start the chicken wing motion.



TARZAN  (Repeat)

Tarzan
Swinging from a rubber band

Crashed in to a frying pan
Ouch, that hurt

Now Tarzan has a tan

Jane
Flying in her airplane

Crashed in to a freeway lane
Ouch, that hurt

Now Jane has a pain
And Tarzan has a tan

Cheetah
Rocking to the beat-a

Got eaten by an ameba
Ouch, that hurt

Now Cheetah is Velveeta
And Jane has a pain
And Tarzan has a tan

Ronda
Driving in her Honda
Crashed in to a pond-a

Now Ronda has no Honda
And Cheetah is Velveeta

And Jane has a pain
And Tarzan has a tan

Now this song has an end
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Tarzan
Swinging from a rubber band

Crashed in to a frying pan
Ouch, that hurt

Now Tarzan has a tan

Jane
Flying in her airplane

Crashed in to a freeway lane
Ouch, that hurt

Now Jane has a pain
And Tarzan has a tan

Cheetah
Rocking to the beat-a

Got eaten by an ameba
Ouch, that hurt

Now Cheetah is Velveeta
And Jane has a pain
And Tarzan has a tan

Ronda
Driving in her Honda
Crashed in to a pond-a

Now Ronda has no Honda
And Cheetah is Velveeta

And Jane has a pain
And Tarzan has a tan

Now this song has an end



THE HAPPY WANDERER

    G
I love to go out wandering
D
Along the mountain track,
G
And as I go I love to sing
          C          D         G
My knapsack on my back.

(Chorus)
D      G            D
Val-de-ri, Val-de-ra, Val-de-ra, Val-de
G      D              G
ha ha ha ha ha ha Val-de-ri, Val-de-ra.
        C             D         G
My knapsack on my back!

I love to wander by the stream
That dances in the sun,
So joyously it calls to me come!
Join my happy song.

(Chorus)

I wave my hat to all I meet
And they wave back to me,
And blackbirds call so loud and sweet
From every greenwood tree.

(Chorus)
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    G
I love to go out wandering
D
Along the mountain track,
G
And as I go I love to sing
          C          D         G
My knapsack on my back.

(Chorus)
D      G            D
Val-de-ri, Val-de-ra, Val-de-ra, Val-de
G      D              G
ha ha ha ha ha ha Val-de-ri, Val-de-ra.
        C             D         G
My knapsack on my back!

I love to wander by the stream
That dances in the sun,
So joyously it calls to me come!
Join my happy song.

(Chorus)

I wave my hat to all I meet
And they wave back to me,
And blackbirds call so loud and sweet
From every greenwood tree.

(Chorus)



THE TALE OF A BEAR (Repeat Song)

(Repeat)
The other day, I met a bear
With tennis shoes, a dandy pair

(All together)
The other day, I met a bear
With tennis shoes, a dandy pair

Continue this pattern throughout the song.

He looked at me, I looked at him
He sized up me, I sized up him.

He said to me, "Why don't you run,
I see you ain't, got any gun".

And so I ran, away from there,
And right behind me was that bear.

Ahead of me, I saw a tree
A great big tree, oh gracious me

The nearest branch, was ten feet up
I'd have to jump and trust my luck.

And so I jumped, into the air,
But I missed that branch, away up there

Now don't you fret, now don't you frown
'Cause I caught that branch on the way back down.

The moral is, no shocking news
Don't talk to bears, in tennis shoes.

That's all there is, there ain't no more,
Unless I meet, that bear once more.
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(Repeat)
The other day, I met a bear
With tennis shoes, a dandy pair

(All together)
The other day, I met a bear
With tennis shoes, a dandy pair

Continue this pattern throughout the song.

He looked at me, I looked at him
He sized up me, I sized up him.

He said to me, "Why don't you run,
I see you ain't, got any gun".

And so I ran, away from there,
And right behind me was that bear.

Ahead of me, I saw a tree
A great big tree, oh gracious me

The nearest branch, was ten feet up
I'd have to jump and trust my luck.

And so I jumped, into the air,
But I missed that branch, away up there

Now don't you fret, now don't you frown
'Cause I caught that branch on the way back down.

The moral is, no shocking news
Don't talk to bears, in tennis shoes.

That's all there is, there ain't no more,
Unless I meet, that bear once more.



THREE BEARS (Repeat Song)

This is the story of the three bears,
The mama, and the papa, and the wee bear.

They went for a walk in the early morn.
And when they returned their house was torn.

“Someone's been sittin' in my chair,” Said the papa bear.

“Someone's been sittin' in my chair,” Said the mama bear.

“Hey, baba ree bear!” Said the little wee bear.
“Someone's been sittin' in my chair, too!”

(As done above)
“Someone's been eatin' in my bowl,”
“Someone's been sleepin' in my bed,”

Well, this is the story of the three bears.
The mama and the papa and the wee bear.

Clapping rhythm goes on throughout the entire song

Slap thighs then clap hands together. Raise hands on the word
"wee".

YELLOW DUCK SONG

Oh wasn't it a bit of luck
That I was born a yellow duck

With yellow socks and yellow shoes
So I may go wherever I choose

Quack-quack,
Quack-quack-quack-quack

Waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle
Quack-quack

Quack-quack-quack-quack
Waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle
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This is the story of the three bears,
The mama, and the papa, and the wee bear.

They went for a walk in the early morn.
And when they returned their house was torn.

“Someone's been sittin' in my chair,” Said the papa bear.

“Someone's been sittin' in my chair,” Said the mama bear.

“Hey, baba ree bear!” Said the little wee bear.
“Someone's been sittin' in my chair, too!”

(As done above)
“Someone's been eatin' in my bowl,”
“Someone's been sleepin' in my bed,”

Well, this is the story of the three bears.
The mama and the papa and the wee bear.

Clapping rhythm goes on throughout the entire song

Slap thighs then clap hands together. Raise hands on the word
"wee".

YELLOW DUCK SONG

Oh wasn't it a bit of luck
That I was born a yellow duck

With yellow socks and yellow shoes
So I may go wherever I choose

Quack-quack,
Quack-quack-quack-quack

Waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle
Quack-quack

Quack-quack-quack-quack
Waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle-waddle



THREE SHARP-TOOTHED BUZZARDS

Three sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one flew away
Oh what a shame

Two sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one flew away
Oh what a shame

One sharp-toothed buzzard
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one flew away
Oh what a shame

No sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice

One sharp-toothed buzzard
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice

Two sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice

Three sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice
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Three sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one flew away
Oh what a shame

Two sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one flew away
Oh what a shame

One sharp-toothed buzzard
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one flew away
Oh what a shame

No sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice

One sharp-toothed buzzard
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice

Two sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice

Three sharp-toothed buzzards
Sitting in a dead tree
Oh look, one has returned
Let us rejoice



VISTA (Repeat Song) AKA Mosquito Song or Calamine Lotion

Flea
Flea-fly
Flea-fly-flow
Vista

Koom-a-la, koom-a-la, koom-a-la, vista,
Oh, no, no, no, not the vista,
Eenie, meenie, dessameenie, oo wah-awah a meenie,
Ex-a-meenie, zalla meenie, oo wah awah.
B billie oh doe bodoe bahdeeten dahten, S-h-h-h-h.

(Alternate Verse)

Flea
Flea-fly
Flea-fly-mosquito

Calamine, calamine, calamine lotion
Oh no no no, not the lotion
Itchy-itchy, scratchy-scratchy
Ooh I got one on my backy

Eeek goes the bug when you hit ‘em with the bug spray

This song can be done multiple times using different accents, i.e.
British style, cowboy style etc.

WISHY-WASHY WASHER WOMAN

In the deep dark forest, where nobody goes
There’s a wishy-washy washer woman washin’ her clothes

She goes ooh-ah, ooh-ah, and that’s how the
Wishy-washy-washer-woman washes her clothes

La-di da-da, koochie-koochie-koochie
La-di da-da, koochie-koochie-koochie

And that’s how the
Wishy-washy-washer-woman washes her clothes
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Flea-fly
Flea-fly-flow
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Koom-a-la, koom-a-la, koom-a-la, vista,
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Flea-fly
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Calamine, calamine, calamine lotion
Oh no no no, not the lotion
Itchy-itchy, scratchy-scratchy
Ooh I got one on my backy

Eeek goes the bug when you hit ‘em with the bug spray

This song can be done multiple times using different accents, i.e.
British style, cowboy style etc.

WISHY-WASHY WASHER WOMAN

In the deep dark forest, where nobody goes
There’s a wishy-washy washer woman washin’ her clothes

She goes ooh-ah, ooh-ah, and that’s how the
Wishy-washy-washer-woman washes her clothes

La-di da-da, koochie-koochie-koochie
La-di da-da, koochie-koochie-koochie

And that’s how the
Wishy-washy-washer-woman washes her clothes



SONGS FOR THE SECOND HALF OF CAMPFIRE
(QUIETER AND MORE RELAXING)

ALLY ALLY OXEN FREE

G      Em
It's time to let the rain fall
C          D7       G
Without the help of man,
G                      Em
Time to let the trees grow tall,
C                   D7   G
Now if they only can.
C                         Bm
Time to let our children
C              D7            G
Live in a land that's free.

(Chorus)G      Bm  C               D7    G
  Ally Ally Ally Ally Oxen Free
  G      Bm  C               D7    G
  Ally Ally Ally Ally Oxen Free

It's time to blow the smoke away and look at the sky again.
Time to let our friends know we'd like to begin again.
Time to send a message across the land and sea.

(Chorus)

G                 Em      C           D7
Strong and weak, mild and meek
G             D7           G
No more hide and seek.

(Chorus)

It's time to see the fairness
Of all the children’s games.
Time for people to stop and learn
to do the very same.
Time to make our minds up if the world will be.

(Chorus)
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ALLY ALLY OXEN FREE

G      Em
It's time to let the rain fall
C          D7       G
Without the help of man,
G                      Em
Time to let the trees grow tall,
C                   D7   G
Now if they only can.
C                         Bm
Time to let our children
C              D7            G
Live in a land that's free.

(Chorus)G      Bm  C               D7    G
  Ally Ally Ally Ally Oxen Free
  G      Bm  C               D7    G
  Ally Ally Ally Ally Oxen Free

It's time to blow the smoke away and look at the sky again.
Time to let our friends know we'd like to begin again.
Time to send a message across the land and sea.

(Chorus)

G                 Em      C           D7
Strong and weak, mild and meek
G             D7           G
No more hide and seek.

(Chorus)

It's time to see the fairness
Of all the children’s games.
Time for people to stop and learn
to do the very same.
Time to make our minds up if the world will be.

(Chorus)



AULD LANG SYNE

Should auld acquaintance be forgot & never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot & days of auld lang syne.
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne
We'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet,
For auld lang syne

C  G  C  F  /  C  G   FG  C ://

BAMBOO

        D
You take a stick of bamboo
        C
You take a stick of bamboo
        D
You take a stick of bamboo
        C         D
You throw it in the water
D                C        D
0h-oh, Oh oh Hannah!

(Chorus)D       C                D
  River, she comes down
  D       C                D
  River, she comes down

I travel on the river (3x)
I travel on the water
0h-oh, Oh oh Hannah!

(Chorus)

My home's across the river (3x)
My home's across the water...
0h-oh, Oh oh Hannah!

(Chorus)
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Should auld acquaintance be forgot & never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot & days of auld lang syne.
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne
We'll tak' a cup o' kindness yet,
For auld lang syne
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You take a stick of bamboo
        C
You take a stick of bamboo
        D
You take a stick of bamboo
        C         D
You throw it in the water
D                C        D
0h-oh, Oh oh Hannah!

(Chorus)D       C                D
  River, she comes down
  D       C                D
  River, she comes down

I travel on the river (3x)
I travel on the water
0h-oh, Oh oh Hannah!

(Chorus)

My home's across the river (3x)
My home's across the water...
0h-oh, Oh oh Hannah!

(Chorus)



BARGES

G        C        D7
Out of my window looking in the night,
G           C          G        D7  G
I can see  the  barges  flickering   light.
G      C D7
Silently flows the water to the sea,

 G   C         G D7 G
And the barges, too, go silently.

(Chorus)
G               C                       D7
Barges, I would like to go with you,

 G      C          G       D7  G
I would like to sail the ocean blue.
G     C          D7
Barges, have you treasures in your hold,

G       C         G      D7   G
Do you fight with pirates brave and bold?

Out of my window looking in the night,
I can see the barges flickering light.
Starboard shines green and port is flashing red,
I can see the signals far ahead.

(Chorus)

How I long to sail away with you,
I would like to sail the ocean blue.
But I must stay here by my window drear,
As I watch you sail away from here.

(Chorus)
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G        C        D7
Out of my window looking in the night,
G           C          G        D7  G
I can see  the  barges  flickering   light.
G      C D7
Silently flows the water to the sea,

 G   C         G D7 G
And the barges, too, go silently.

(Chorus)
G               C                       D7
Barges, I would like to go with you,

 G      C          G       D7  G
I would like to sail the ocean blue.
G     C          D7
Barges, have you treasures in your hold,

G       C         G      D7   G
Do you fight with pirates brave and bold?

Out of my window looking in the night,
I can see the barges flickering light.
Starboard shines green and port is flashing red,
I can see the signals far ahead.

(Chorus)

How I long to sail away with you,
I would like to sail the ocean blue.
But I must stay here by my window drear,
As I watch you sail away from here.

(Chorus)



BIG DIPPER

Have you ever seen the old Big Dipper, and wondered what’s
dippin’ all night?

It’s dippin’ out peace, it’s dippin’ love, it’s dippin’ out a way of life.

And if you ever see the old Big Dipper, then your gonna to see all
the other stars too,

And if take a look around where the light comes down your gonna
notice just where are you.

Your on a little green speck, on a little blue ball, in the big black
sky, all alone.

So you better take good care, of that little blue ball, because it’s the
only home you’ll ever know.

BIG RIVER
(Written By Tony “Yosemite Sam” Profitt )

There's a big river flowing, it'll be there tomorrow
It's time we should be going, there's no time for sorrow
The stars will light the way back home, the song will keep the fire
Remembering the days we've roamed, the song will lift you higher

(Chorus) So sing for the river, and sing for the stars
   Sing for the friends you've made, wherever they are
   Sing to bring you back again or to take you away
   Sing a song for me my friend, sing for today

There's a big river flowing, and it's always in motion
It carves out its journey, on down to the ocean
Now you can choose your path alone, and take it to the sea
Remembering the song's your own, the song will set you free

(Chorus)
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BIG DIPPER

Have you ever seen the old Big Dipper, and wondered what’s
dippin’ all night?

It’s dippin’ out peace, it’s dippin’ love, it’s dippin’ out a way of life.

And if you ever see the old Big Dipper, then your gonna to see all
the other stars too,

And if take a look around where the light comes down your gonna
notice just where are you.

Your on a little green speck, on a little blue ball, in the big black
sky, all alone.

So you better take good care, of that little blue ball, because it’s the
only home you’ll ever know.

BIG RIVER
(Written By Tony Profit “Yosemite Sam”)

There's a big river flowing, it'll be there tomorrow
It's time we should be going, there's no time for sorrow
The stars will light the way back home, the song will keep the fire
Remembering the days we've roamed, the song will lift you higher

(Chorus) So sing for the river, and sing for the stars
   Sing for the friends you've made, wherever they are
   Sing to bring you back again or to take you away
   Sing a song for me my friend, sing for today

There's a big river flowing, and it's always in motion
It carves out its journey, on down to the ocean
Now you can choose your path alone, and take it to the sea
Remembering the song's your own, the song will set you free

(Chorus)



BLOWING IN THE WIND

G        C                  G              Em
How many roads must a man walk down,
G                      C               D7
Before you can call him a man?
G                               C                G           Em
Yes and how many seas must a white dove sail,
G                  C                 D7
Before she sleeps in the sand?
              G                 C                     G      Em
Yes and how many times must the cannon balls fly.
G                      C            D7
Before they're forever banned?

(Chorus)
           C              D7         G                    Em
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind.
           C            D7                   G
The answer is blowing in the wind.

How many years can a mountain exist
Before it is washed to the sea?
Yes and how many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free?
Yes and how many times can a man turn his head
Pretending that he just doesn't see?

(Chorus)

How many times must a man look up
Before he can see the sky?
Yes and how many ears must one man have
Before he can hear people cry?
yes and how many deaths will it take‘til he knows
That too many people have died?

(Chorus)
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G        C                  G              Em
How many roads must a man walk down,
G                      C               D7
Before you can call him a man?
G                               C                G           Em
Yes and how many seas must a white dove sail,
G                  C                 D7
Before she sleeps in the sand?
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Yes and how many times must the cannon balls fly.
G                      C            D7
Before they're forever banned?

(Chorus)
           C              D7         G                    Em
The answer my friend is blowing in the wind.
           C            D7                   G
The answer is blowing in the wind.

How many years can a mountain exist
Before it is washed to the sea?
Yes and how many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free?
Yes and how many times can a man turn his head
Pretending that he just doesn't see?

(Chorus)

How many times must a man look up
Before he can see the sky?
Yes and how many ears must one man have
Before he can hear people cry?
yes and how many deaths will it take‘til he knows
That too many people have died?

(Chorus)



BRING ME A ROSE

G             Em
Bring me a rose in the winter time,
G      Em
When it's hard to find.
G             Em
Bring me a rose in the winter time,
C            D7
I've got roses on my mind.
G Em       G                Em
Well a rose is sweet, most anytime and yet,
G Em
Bring me a rose in the winter time
C  D7
How easy we forget.

Bring me a friend when I'm all alone.
When they're hard to find.
Bring me a friend when I'm all alone.
I've got friendship on my mind.
For a friend is sweet, most anytime and yet.
Bring me a friend when I'm all alone.
Oh, how easy we forget.

(More Verses)
Bring me a smile when I'm far from home.
Bring me peace when there's talk of war.

EDELWEISS (Cherokee’s Favorite)

G    D        G    D        G        Em               C       D7
Edelweiss, edelweiss, every morning you greet me.
G     D    G        C
Small and white, clean and bright

G     D7 G
You look happy to meet me.
D7         G
Blossom of snow may you bloom and grow
C        A7         D     D7
Bloom and grow forever
G     D7      G      C      G           D               G
Edelweiss, edelweiss, bless my homeland forever.
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D7         G
Blossom of snow may you bloom and grow
C        A7         D     D7
Bloom and grow forever
G     D7      G      C      G           D               G
Edelweiss, edelweiss, bless my homeland forever.



EAGLE SONG (Repeat Song)

Dm
Have you all seen the eagle,
C
Flying so high?
Dm
Circling the universe,
                             C
On wings of pure light.

 (Chorus) Dm
   Oh oh wee chee chi oh,

   C
   Oh wee eye yi oh
   Dm
   Oh oh wee chee chi oh,

   C
   Oh wee eye yi oh

May we all fly like eagles,
Flying so high.
We're circling the universe
On wings of pure light.

(Chorus)
Ending: Oh oh.

500 MILES

If you miss the train I'm on, you will know that I am gone
You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles
A hundred miles (x4)
You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles

D  Bm  Em  G /  Em – A - - / 1st /  Em  AG  D  -

Oh I'm one, Oh I'm two,Oh I'm three, Oh I'm four
Oh I’m 500 miles away from home
Away from home (x4)

Oh I'm... (Repeat 2nd line)
Not a shirt on my back, not a penny to my name .
Oh, I can't go back home this a-way,
This a-way (x4)...
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If you miss the train I'm on, you will know that I am gone
You can hear the whistle blow a hundred miles
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D  Bm  Em  G /  Em – A - - / 1st /  Em  AG  D  -

Oh I'm one, Oh I'm two,Oh I'm three, Oh I'm four
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Oh I'm... (Repeat 2nd line)
Not a shirt on my back, not a penny to my name .
Oh, I can't go back home this a-way,
This a-way (x4)...



FLICKER

C                 Am       F                    G7
Flicker of a campfire, wind in the pines,
C                   Am         F                 G7
Stars in the heavens, a moon that shines.
C                       Am
A place where people gather,
F                               G7
Make friends of all kinds,
C                                     Am
A place where all one's troubles,
F                              G7
Are always left behind.
        C                                  Am      F                   G7
So, give me the light of a campfire warm and bright
          C                                Am
And give me some friends to sing with,
      F                G7
I’ll be here all night.
        C                              Am
For love is for those who find it,
       F                          G7
I've found mine right here,
       C                              Am
Just you and I and the campfire,
              F             G7        C
And the songs we hold so dear.
    Am        F                   G7
Da Da Da Da Da Da Da Da

So green as the valley, sweet as the clover,
Gone are the cold winds, forever more.

The roses now are blooming, the ocean so blue,
The sun above is setting, upon our love so new.

For love is like a warm fire, soft and low,
And when you've found your true love,
Your heart will really know.

And as the leaves are falling,
And friends begin to part,
These memories of the good times,
Will stay in every heart.
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C                 Am       F                    G7
Flicker of a campfire, wind in the pines,
C                   Am         F                 G7
Stars in the heavens, a moon that shines.
C                       Am
A place where people gather,
F                               G7
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C                                     Am
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        C                                  Am      F                   G7
So, give me the light of a campfire warm and bright
          C                                Am
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      F                G7
I’ll be here all night.
        C                              Am
For love is for those who find it,
       F                          G7
I've found mine right here,
       C                              Am
Just you and I and the campfire,
              F             G7        C
And the songs we hold so dear.
    Am        F                   G7
Da Da Da Da Da Da Da Da

So green as the valley, sweet as the clover,
Gone are the cold winds, forever more.

The roses now are blooming, the ocean so blue,
The sun above is setting, upon our love so new.

For love is like a warm fire, soft and low,
And when you've found your true love,
Your heart will really know.

And as the leaves are falling,
And friends begin to part,
These memories of the good times,
Will stay in every heart.



GARDEN SONG

(Chorus)D          G          D
  Inch by inch, row by row
G       A             D
Gonna make this garden grow,
G       A            D       Bm
All it takes is a rake and a hoe
            Em                       A7
And a piece of fertile ground.
D                  G          D
Inch by inch, row by row,
G                  A           D
Someone bless these seeds I sow,
G           A                  D        Bm
Someone warm them from below,
             Em            A7          D

' Til the rain comes tumbling down.

Pulling weeds and pickin' stones We are made of dreams and
bones. Feel the need to grow my own 'Cause the time is close at
hand. Grain for grain, sun and rain, Find my way in nature's chain,
To my body and my brain To the music from the land.
(Chorus)

Plant your rows straight and long, Thicker than with prayer and
song. Mother Earth will make you strong If you give her love and
care. Old crow watchin' hungrily, From his perch in yonder tree, In
my garden I'm as free As that feathered beak up there.
(Chorus)

GREEN TREES

Green trees around us
Blue skies above,

Friends all around us
In a world filled with love.

Taps sounding softly
Hearts beating true,

As we all say
Goodnight to you.
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(Chorus)D          G          D
  Inch by inch, row by row
G       A             D
Gonna make this garden grow,
G       A            D       Bm
All it takes is a rake and a hoe
            Em                       A7
And a piece of fertile ground.
D                  G          D
Inch by inch, row by row,
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' Til the rain comes tumbling down.

Pulling weeds and pickin' stones We are made of dreams and
bones. Feel the need to grow my own 'Cause the time is close at
hand. Grain for grain, sun and rain, Find my way in nature's chain,
To my body and my brain To the music from the land.
(Chorus)

Plant your rows straight and long, Thicker than with prayer and
song. Mother Earth will make you strong If you give her love and
care. Old crow watchin' hungrily, From his perch in yonder tree, In
my garden I'm as free As that feathered beak up there.
(Chorus)

GREEN TREES

Green trees around us
Blue skies above,

Friends all around us
In a world filled with love.

Taps sounding softly
Hearts beating true,

As we all say
Goodnight to you.



GYPSY ROVER

The gypsy rover went over the hill
Down through the valleys so shady
He whistled and he sang till the greenwoods rang
And he won the heart of the lady

(Chorus) Ah di do, ah di do, ah di day, ah di do, ah di day di
   He whistled and he sang till the greenwoods rang
    And he won the heart of the lady

She left her father's castle gate
She left her own fond mother
She left her servants and her estate
To follow the gypsy rover

(Chorus)

Her father mounted his fasted stead
And searched these valleys all over
He sought his daughter at great speed
And the whistling gypsy rover

(Chorus)

At last he came to a castle gate
On the banks of the river Claydee
And there was music and there was wine
For the gypsy and his lady

(Chorus)

“He is no gypsy, my father,” she cried
“But a lord of these lands all over,
And I will stay till my dying day
With my whistling gypsy rover.”

(Chorus)
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GYPSY ROVER

The gypsy rover went over the hill
Down through the valleys so shady
He whistled and he sang till the greenwoods rang
And he won the heart of the lady

(Chorus) Ah di do, ah di do, ah di day, ah di do, ah di day di
   He whistled and he sang till the greenwoods rang
    And he won the heart of the lady

She left her father's castle gate
She left her own fond mother
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To follow the gypsy rover

(Chorus)

Her father mounted his fasted stead
And searched these valleys all over
He sought his daughter at great speed
And the whistling gypsy rover

(Chorus)

At last he came to a castle gate
On the banks of the river Claydee
And there was music and there was wine
For the gypsy and his lady

(Chorus)

“He is no gypsy, my father,” she cried
“But a lord of these lands all over,
And I will stay till my dying day
With my whistling gypsy rover.”

(Chorus)



HAMMER SONG

    C Em F             G                C Em F
If I had a hammer, I'd hammer in the morning.
        G                   C Em    F                   G
I'd hammer in the evening all over this land.
                C                                   Am
I'd hammer out danger, I'd hammer out a warning,
                         F
I'd hammer out love
     C                F                 C
Between my brothers and sisters
F     C    G                 C Em F G
Oo, Oo, all over this land.
C   Em   F     G    C   Em   F    G       G
Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, if I had . . .

If I had a bell, I'd ring it in the morning,
I'd ring it in the evening all over this land;
I'd ring out danger, I'd ring out a warning,
I'd ring out love between my brotilers and sisters,
All over this land.  Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo

If I had a song, I'd sing it in the morning,
I'd sing it in the evening, all over this land,
I'd sing out danger, I'd sing out a warning,
I'd sing out love between my brothers and sisters,
All over this land.  Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo

Well, I've got a hammer and I've got a bell,
And I've got a song to sing all over this land,
It's the hammer of justice,
It's the bell of freedom,
It's the song about love
Between my brothers and my sisters
All over this land. Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo
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    C Em F             G                C Em F
If I had a hammer, I'd hammer in the morning.
        G                   C Em    F                   G
I'd hammer in the evening all over this land.
                C                                   Am
I'd hammer out danger, I'd hammer out a warning,
                         F
I'd hammer out love
     C                F                 C
Between my brothers and sisters
F     C    G                 C Em F G
Oo, Oo, all over this land.
C   Em   F     G    C   Em   F    G       G
Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, if I had . . .

If I had a bell, I'd ring it in the morning,
I'd ring it in the evening all over this land;
I'd ring out danger, I'd ring out a warning,
I'd ring out love between my brothers and sisters,
All over this land.  Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo

If I had a song, I'd sing it in the morning,
I'd sing it in the evening, all over this land,
I'd sing out danger, I'd sing out a warning,
I'd sing out love between my brothers and sisters,
All over this land.  Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo

Well, I've got a hammer and I've got a bell,
And I've got a song to sing all over this land,
It's the hammer of justice,
It's the bell of freedom,
It's the song about love
Between my brothers and my sisters
All over this land. Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo, Oo



HAPPINESS RUNS

D              A            E7          A
Happiness runs in a circular motion
D         A                        E7       A
Love is like a little boat upon the sea
D                A                    E7             A
Everybody is a part of everything, anyway
D                    A             E7               A
You can be a part if you let yourself be.
D                A         E7          A
Happiness runs, happiness runs,
D                A         E7          A
Happiness runs, happiness runs,

HOBO'S LULLABY

C
Go to sleep you weary hobo.
G7       C
Let the towns slip slowly by.
      F
Can't you hear those steel rails hummin'?
G7             C
That's the hobo's lullaby.

I know your clothes are torn and tattered.
And your hair is turning gray.
Raise your head and smile at trouble
You'll find peace and rest someday.

Now don't you worry 'bout tomorrow
Let tomorrow come and go
Tonight you're in a nice warm boxcar,
Safe from all that wind and snow.
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Go to sleep you weary hobo.
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Can't you hear those steel rails hummin'?
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That's the hobo's lullaby.

I know your clothes are torn and tattered.
And your hair is turning gray.
Raise your head and smile at trouble
You'll find peace and rest someday.

Now don't you worry 'bout tomorrow
Let tomorrow come and go
Tonight you're in a nice warm boxcar,
Safe from all that wind and snow.



I AM A MOUNTAIN

C         Dm          G            C
I am a mountain, I am the sky,
C         Dm          G       C
I am a wild bird, I fly, I f1y,
C          Dm       G                  C
I am a meadow, I nurse the lamb
C          Dm     G         C
I am a sunrise, I am I am.

We're bound together this world and me
I am a part of the things I see I am a river,
I rush to sea, I am of nature, she is of me.

I am the wind that blows through the trees
I am the voice of the mighty sea
I am a smile on a child's face
I am the warmth of sweet love’s embrace.

IF YOU LOVE ME

If you love me,
If you love-love-love me,

Plant a rose for me,
And if you love me for a long-long time,

Plant an apple tree

So whether I stay,
Or whether I go,

You’ll have an apple and you’ll have a rose

So if you love me, if you love-love-love me,
Plant a rose for me
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C         Dm          G       C
I am a wild bird, I fly, I f1y,
C          Dm       G                  C
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I am a sunrise, I am I am.
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I am a part of the things I see I am a river,
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I am the wind that blows through the trees
I am the voice of the mighty sea
I am a smile on a child's face
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If you love me,
If you love-love-love me,

Plant a rose for me,
And if you love me for a long-long time,

Plant an apple tree

So whether I stay,
Or whether I go,

You’ll have an apple and you’ll have a rose

So if you love me, if you love-love-love me,
Plant a rose for me



IT'S A SMALL WORLD

C G7
It's a world of laughter, a world of tears,
      C
It's a world of hope and a world of fears,

There’s so much that we share,
  F

That it’s time we’re aware,
         G7                       C
It's a small world after all.

(Chorus)
C     G7
It's a small world after all
    C
It's a small world after all
     F
It's a small world after all.
        G7                C
It's a small, small world.

There is just one moon and one golden sun.
And a smile means friendship to everyone.
Though the oceans are wide,
And the mountains divide,
It's a small world after all.

LINGER

Mmm hmm I want to linger,
Mmm hmm a little longer

Mmm hmm a little longer here with you
Mmm hmm it’s such a perfect night

Mmm hmm it doesn’t seem quite right
Mmm hmm this is my very last with you

Mmm hmm and come September
Mmm hmm we will remember

Mmm hmm Outdoor School and our friends so true
Mmm hmm I want to linger
Mmm hmm a little longer

Mmm hmm a little longer here with you.
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It's a world of laughter, a world of tears,
      C
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  F
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     F
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There is just one moon and one golden sun.
And a smile means friendship to everyone.
Though the oceans are wide,
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It's a small world after all.
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Mmm hmm I want to linger,
Mmm hmm a little longer

Mmm hmm a little longer here with you
Mmm hmm it’s such a perfect night

Mmm hmm it doesn’t seem quite right
Mmm hmm this is my very last with you
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Mmm hmm a little longer here with you.



JOY IS LIKE THE RAIN

C       G7                      C
I saw raindrops on my window
F                    C
Joy is like the rain
F                      C
Laughter runs across my pane
G7                    C
Slips away and comes again
F                    C
Joy is like the rain.

I saw clouds upon a mountain
Joy is like a cloud

Sometimes silver, sometimes gray
Always sun not far away
Joy is like a cloud.

I saw raindrops on a river
Joy is like the rain

Bit by bit the river grows
‘Til at once it overflows
Joy is like the rain.

LET IT BE

When you walk in the forest, let it be
There's a flower in the wood, let it be
There's a flower in the wood & it's innocent & good
By the stone where it stands let it be

It's so lovely where it is, let it be
Though' you want it for your own, if you take it from its place
It will not be what it was when you loved it where it stood
in the wood

Let it be, let it be
It's so lovely where it is, let it be
It's a thoughtful child, innocent & wild
By the stone, by the reed,
let it bloom, let it seed, let it be!
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F                    C
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F                      C
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G7                    C
Slips away and comes again
F                    C
Joy is like the rain.

I saw clouds upon a mountain
Joy is like a cloud
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Always sun not far away
Joy is like a cloud.

I saw raindrops on a river
Joy is like the rain

Bit by bit the river grows
‘Til at once it overflows
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When you walk in the forest, let it be
There's a flower in the wood, let it be
There's a flower in the wood & it's innocent & good
By the stone where it stands let it be

It's so lovely where it is, let it be
Though' you want it for your own, if you take it from its place
It will not be what it was when you loved it where it stood
in the wood

Let it be, let it be
It's so lovely where it is, let it be
It's a thoughtful child, innocent & wild
By the stone, by the reed,
let it bloom, let it seed, let it be!



LOVE IS SOMETHING

(Chorus)C
   Love is something if you give it away,
   G7 C
   Give it away, give it away,
   C
   Love is something if you give it away,
   G7  C
   You’ll end up having more.

(First verse)
F          C
Just like a magic penny
G7            C
Hold it tight and you won’t have any,
F                                     C
Give it away and you’ll have so many
G7
They’ll roll all over the world
(Chorus)

So let’s go dancing ‘til the break of day,
If there’s a piper, he will play
Love is something if you give it away,
You’ll end up having more.
 (Chorus)

MR. MOON

Mr. Moon, Mr. Moon, you're up too soon,
The sun is still in the sky.

Go back to bed and cover up your head,
And wait 'til the day goes by.
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(Chorus)C
   Love is something if you give it away,
   G7 C
   Give it away, give it away,
   C
   Love is something if you give it away,
   G7  C
   You’ll end up having more.

(First verse)
F          C
Just like a magic penny
G7            C
Hold it tight and you won’t have any,
F                                     C
Give it away and you’ll have so many
G7
They’ll roll all over the world
(Chorus)

So let’s go dancing ‘til the break of day,
If there’s a piper, he will play
Love is something if you give it away,
You’ll end up having more.
 (Chorus)

MR. MOON

Mr. Moon, Mr. Moon, you're up too soon,
The sun is still in the sky.

Go back to bed and cover up your head,
And wait 'til the day goes by.



MOONSHADOW

Oh I'm being followed by a moonshadow, moonshadow,
moonshadow. (x2)
Leapin' and a hoppin' like a moonshadow, moonshadow,
moonshadow. (x2)

C  -  -  -  F G (; C ~ / /
And if I ever lose my hands, lose my plow, lose my lands.
Yes, if I ever lose my hands, oh if -
I won't have to work no more

F C F C FCFG / F C F C F Dm C Am/ Dm G C -
And if I ever lose my eyes, all my colors all run dry
Yes if I ever...I won't have to cry no more
And if ever lose my legs, I won't moan & I won't beg
Yes if I ever...I won t have to walk no more
And if I ever lose my mouth, all my teeth north & south
Yes if I ever...I won't have to talk (pause)

(bridge) Did it take long to find me? I asked the faithful light Yes,
did it take long to find me & are you going to stay the night?

D G  D  G  / /

PEACE

Peace I ask of thee o' river, peace, peace, peace
When I learn to live serenely care will cease.

From the hills I gather courage
Vision of the day to be
Strength to lead and faith to follow
Al1 are given unto me
Peace I ask of thee o' river, peace, peace, peace.
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And if I ever lose my mouth, all my teeth north & south
Yes if I ever...I won't have to talk (pause)

(bridge) Did it take long to find me? I asked the faithful light Yes,
did it take long to find me & are you going to stay the night?
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Peace I ask of thee o' river, peace, peace, peace
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Vision of the day to be
Strength to lead and faith to follow
Al1 are given unto me
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ON THE LOOSE

(Chorus) G
   On the loose to climb a mountain,
   C      D7
   On the loose where I am free,
   G
   On the loose to live my life
   C   D7
   The way I think my life should be.
   C          D7
   For I've only got a moment,

   C           G
    And a whole world yet to see.
   C
   I'll be searching for tomorrow,
   D7         G
   On the loose.

Have you ever seen a sunrise
Turn the sky completely red?
Have you slept beneath the moon and stars
With a pine bough over your head?
Can you sit and talk with friends
Though a word is never said?
Then you're just like me and you are on the loose
(Chorus)

There's a trail that I'll be hiking,
Just to see where it might go.
Many places yet to visit, many people yet to know
And in following my dreams,
I will live and I will grow,
On a trail that's waiting out there on the loose.
(Chorus)

So in search of love and laughter,
I'll be traveling across this land.
Never sure of where I'm going,
Never sure of where I am.
So in time if you are ready,
Come and join me take my hand.
And together we'll explore life on the loose.
(Chorus)
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(Chorus) G
   On the loose to climb a mountain,
   C      D7
   On the loose where I am free,
   G
   On the loose to live my life
   C   D7
   The way I think my life should be.
   C          D7
   For I've only got a moment,

   C           G
    And a whole world yet to see.
   C
   I'll be searching for tomorrow,
   D7         G
   On the loose.

Have you ever seen a sunrise
Turn the sky completely red?
Have you slept beneath the moon and stars
With a pine bough over your head?
Can you sit and talk with friends
Though a word is never said?
Then you're just like me and you are on the loose
(Chorus)

There's a trail that I'll be hiking,
Just to see where it might go.
Many places yet to visit, many people yet to know
And in following my dreams,
I will live and I will grow,
On a trail that's waiting out there on the loose.
(Chorus)

So in search of love and laughter,
I'll be traveling across this land.
Never sure of where I'm going,
Never sure of where I am.
So in time if you are ready,
Come and join me take my hand.
And together we'll explore life on the loose.
(Chorus)



PEACE LIKE A RIVER

I’ve got Peace like a river
I’ve got Peace like a river

I’ve got Peace like a river in my soul

And it flows like a river
Yes it flows like a river

Yes it flows like a river in my soul

I’ve got Joy like a fountain
I’ve got Joy like a fountain

I’ve got Joy like a fountain in my soul

And it flows like a fountain
Yes it flows like a fountain

Yes it flows  like a fountain in my soul

I’ve got Love like an ocean
I’ve got Love like an ocean

I’ve got Love like an ocean in my soul

And it flows like an ocean
Yes it flows  like an ocean

Yes it flows like an ocean in my soul

I’ve got Peace like a river
I’ve got Joy like a fountain

I’ve got Love like an ocean in my soul

And it flows like a river
Yes it flows like a foutain

And it flows like an ocean in my soul
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I’ve got Peace like a river
I’ve got Peace like a river
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And it flows like a river
Yes it flows like a foutain

And it flows like an ocean in my soul



PURPLE LIGHTS  (Repeat song)

Purple lights
In the canyon
That is where
I long to be

With my three
Great companions

My backpack, my pony, and me (All together)

Whipporwill
In the willow
Signs a sweet

Melody
To my three

Great companions
My backpack, my pony, and me (All together)

Gonna hang
My sombrero

On a limb
Of a tree

Near my three
Great companions

My backpack, my pony, and me (All together)

No more cows
To be ropin'

No more sheep
Do I see

Just my three
Great Companions

My backpack, my pony, and me (All together)
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My backpack, my pony, and me (All together)



RAINBOW CHILDREN

We’re a rainbow,
Made of children.

We’re an army,
Singing our song.

Got no weapons,
That can harm us,
Rainbow love is,
Much to strong.

With a brother, on my right.
And a sister, on my left.

We’ll be singing, songs of freedom,
On and on, Through the night.

RAINBOW SONG

Red and yellow and pink and green,
Purple and orange and blue,
Now you can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow,
Sing a rainbow too.

Listen with your eyes,
Listen with your eyes,
And do everything you see.
Now you can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow,
Sing along me.

Red Yellow Pink Green
Purple Orange Blue
You Sing Rainbow
Listen Eyes
Everything You See
Along With Me
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We’re a rainbow,
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And do everything you see.
Now you can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow,
Sing along me.
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Purple Orange Blue
You Sing Rainbow
Listen Eyes
Everything You See
Along With Me



THE RIVER

I was born in the path of the winter wind
And raised where the mountains are old
The springtime waters came dancing down
And I remember the tales they told
The whistling ways of my younger days
Too quickly have faded on by
But all of their memories linger on
Like the light in a fading sky

D  -  GD / -  - A  -/ D  -  GD / -  A D  -  ://
River, take me along
In your sunshine, sing me your song
Ever moving & winding & free
You rolling old river, you changing old river
Let's you & me river run down to the sea!

D Dmaj7   / / G - AD/ G D G D / G - A – G - D
I've been to the city & back again
I've been moved by some things that I've learned
Met a lot of good people & I called them friends
Felt the change when the seasons turned
I heard all the songs that the children sing
And listened to love's melodies
I've felt my own music within me rise
Like the wind in the autumn trees

Someday when the flowers are blooming still
Someday when the grass is still green
My rolling waters will round me bend
And flow into the open sea
So here's to the rainbow that followed me here
And here's to the friends that I know
And there's to the song that's within me now
I will sing it wherever I go
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I was born in the path of the winter wind
And raised where the mountains are old
The springtime waters came dancing down
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D  -  GD / -  - A  -/ D  -  GD / -  A D  -  ://
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D Dmaj7   / / G - AD/ G D G D / G - A – G - D
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I heard all the songs that the children sing
And listened to love's melodies
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Like the wind in the autumn trees

Someday when the flowers are blooming still
Someday when the grass is still green
My rolling waters will round me bend
And flow into the open sea
So here's to the rainbow that followed me here
And here's to the friends that I know
And there's to the song that's within me now
I will sing it wherever I go



ROLL ON COLUMBIA

Green Douglas firs where the water cuts through,
Down her wild mountains and canyons she flew;
The Canadian Northwest to the ocean so blue.
Roll on, Columbia, roll on.

(Chorus)
C   G
Roll on, Columbia, roll on;
G   C
Roll on, Columbia, roll on.
Your power is turning
       F
Our darkness to dawn;
G               C
Roll on, Columbia, roll on.

Other big rivers add power to you,
Yakima, Snake, and the Klickitat, too,
Sandy, Willamette, and Hood River, too,
Roll on, Columbia, roll on.

At Bonneville now there are ships in the locks
And shiploads of plenty'll steam past the docks.
The waters have risen, they've risen so high;
Roll on Columbia, roll on.

And on up the river is the Grand Coulee Dam,
The biggest thing built by the hand of man
To run great factories and water the land.
Roll on Columbia, roll on.

SAY GOODNIGHT

Say goodnight,
Say goodnight to you (x2)

Day is done,
And down goes the sun
Say goodnight to you
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At Bonneville now there are ships in the locks
And shiploads of plenty'll steam past the docks.
The waters have risen, they've risen so high;
Roll on Columbia, roll on.

And on up the river is the Grand Coulee Dam,
The biggest thing built by the hand of man
To run great factories and water the land.
Roll on Columbia, roll on.

SAY GOODNIGHT

Say goodnight,
Say goodnight to you (x2)

Day is done,
And down goes the sun
Say goodnight to you



ROVER

C          Am        F                  G7
See those clouds, rollin' on their way.
C          Am     F            G7
See the stars, shinin' so gay.
C            Am              F            G7
Hear the wind in the tall pine trees,
                     C      Am       F         G7
And you'll know exactly why I'm free.

(Chorus)
G7        C Am       F        G7
I  am  a  rover,   rollin'  along
C  Am       F         G7
Rover,   singin' a  song
G7        C Am     F          G7      C
I  am  a  rover,   'til  the  day  I  die.

I have few friends, but they are true.
The mountains, the flowers, the sea of blue.
But I'm just a wanderer never standing still I must go onward to the
hill.

(Chorus)

Through this world, I'm bound to roam.
Without a bed, a fire or a home.
But I've found a friend, a friend that is true.
And that my comrade, that is you!

(Chorus)

SUNSHINE DANCES

Sunshine dances on mountain-tops,
Morning shadows seem to run away.

Music echoes from trees and rocks,
And the whole world smiles 'cause its ______-day!

Do Do Do, Do Do Do Do
Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do
Do Do Do, Do Do Do Do
Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do Do
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THE CORN SONG

C                  G7                  Am      G7
What did we do when we needed corn?
      C                        Am               F        G7
We plowed and we sowed 'til the early morn.
C                  G7                 Am      G7
What did we do when we needed corn?
       C                       Am              F         G7
We plowed and we sowed 'til the early morn.

(Chorus) C               Am
For our hands are strong,
        F               G7
Our hearts are young,
     C                        Am
Our dreams are the dreamin' of
F   G7    C
all ages long.

What did we do when we needed a town?
We hammered and we nailed 'til the sun went down.
What did we do when we needed a town?
We hammered and we nailed 'til the sun went down.
(Chorus)

What will we do when there's peace to be won?
It's more than a person can do alone.
What will we do when there's peace to be won?
It's more than a person can do alone.

C    Am
We'll gather our friends
               F                 G7
from the ends of the earth.
C                 Am  F         G          C
And lend a hand at the hour of birth.

C           Cmaj7        F               G7
We'll plow, we'll sow, we'll hammer and we'll nail

C       Cmaj7      F         G7
We'll work all day 'til peace is real.
(Chorus)
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C                  G7                  Am      G7
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What will we do when there's peace to be won?
It's more than a person can do alone.
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C           Cmaj7        F               G7
We'll plow, we'll sow, we'll hammer and we'll nail

C       Cmaj7      F         G7
We'll work all day 'til peace is real.
(Chorus)



TAPS

Day is done,
Gone the sun,
From the lake,
From the hills,
From the sky.

All is well,
safely rest,

and goodnight.

THE RIVER IS FLOWING

The river is flowing,
Flowing and growing.
The river is flowing,

Down to the sea.
Mother carry me, child I will always be

Mother carry me, down to the sea.

THESE WOODS

These woods are lovely dark and deep
But I have promises to keep

And miles to go before I sleep
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Day is done,
Gone the sun,
From the lake,
From the hills,
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The river is flowing,
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THE SUN IS A VERY MAGIC FELLOW

The sun is a very magic fellow,
He shines down on me all day.
The sun is a very magic fellow,
Shining all my troubles away. (Repeat last line)

The moon is a very shady lady,
Hiding from me all day.
The moon is a very dhady lady,
Hiding all my troubles away. (Repeat last line)

The wind is a very gusty fellow,
Blowing down on me all day.
The wind is a very gusty fellow,
Blowing all my troubles away. (Repeat last line)

The rain is a very misty lady,
She falls down on me all day.
The rain is a very misty lady,
Washing all my troubles away. (Repeat last line)

The sea is a very, very old man,
Deeper than the deepest blue.
The sea is a very, very old man,
Deeper than the deepest blue. (Repeat last line)

The stars are so very far away love,
Just between you and me.
The stars are so very far away love,
Just between you and me. (Repeat last line)

My friends are some very special people,
Smiling down on me all day.
My friends are some very special people,
Smiling all my troubles away. (Repeat last line)
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The sun is a very magic fellow,
He shines down on me all day.
The sun is a very magic fellow,
Shining all my troubles away. (Repeat last line)

The moon is a very shady lady,
Hiding from me all day.
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THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND

(Chorus)
C         F
This land is your land,
        C
This land is my land,
            G7
From California
                              C
To the New York Island,
                              F
From the redwood forest
                                  C
To the Gulf Stream waters,
G7                                          C
This land was made for you and me.

As I was walking that ribbon of highway
I saw above me that endless skyway,
I saw below me that golden valley
This land was made for you and me.
(Chorus)

I roamed and rambled, I followed my footsteps,
To the sparkling sands of her diamond desert,
And all around me a voice was sounding
This land was made for you and me.

(Chorus)

When the sun came shining, and I was strolling
The wheat fields waving, the dust clouds rolling
As the fog was lifting, a voice was chanting
This land was made for you and me.

(Chorus)
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(Chorus)



THREE KIDS IN A SANDBOX

A         Am  3f       Am5f    Am3f
Three  kids  in  a  sandbox

A      Am3f            Am5f  Am3f
Three  kids  in  the  sand

A Am3f                 Am5f  Am3f
Building the same castle

A                  Am3f                     A
Red, yellow, white, and black hands.

Three kids in the ocean
Three kids in the sea
They get along together
So why can't you and me.

Three kids in an oak tree
Three kids in the branches above
Building the same tree-house
Joined together by love.

Three kids in the forest
Three kids under the trees
Walking along together
Happy to be free.

WE COME FROM THE MOUNTAIN

We come from the mountains,
We come from the mountains,
Go back to the mountains and turn your world around
We….  come….  from ….  the mountains,
Go back to the mountains and turn your world around

(Sing the song again substituting these words into the verses)
We come from the forest
We come from the river
We come from the ocean
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TODAY

(Chorus)
C                        Am                  F                G7
Today while the blossoms still cling to the vine
      C              Am
I'll taste your strawberries,
     F                           G7
I'll drink your sweet wine.
C                   C7                  F             G7
A million tomorrows shall all pass away
C           Am             F                  G7      C
'Ere I forget all the joys that are mine today.

C           Am             F          G7
I'll be a dandy, and I'll be a rover
              C             Am               F               G7
You'll know who I am, by the song that I sing.
        C                Am         F                   G7
I'll feast at your table I'll sleep in your clover
           F                 G7                 C
Who cares what tomorrow will bring.
(Chorus)

I can't be contented with yesterday's glory,
I can't live on promises, winter to spring.
Today is my moment, and now is my story,
I'll laugh and I'll cry, and I'll sing.
(Chorus)

WEE BABY MOON
There’s a wee baby moon, lyin’ on its back, with its funny little
toes in the air

And it’s all alone in the big blue sky, but the wee baby moon
doesn’t care

Baby moon, keep shining on me baby moon

There’s a wee baby moon lyin’ on its back, with its funny little toes
in the air

And it’s all alone in the big blue sky, but the wee baby moon
doesn’t care
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TODAY

(Chorus)
C                        Am                  F                G7
Today while the blossoms still cling to the vine
      C              Am
I'll taste your strawberries,
     F                           G7
I'll drink your sweet wine.
C                   C7                  F             G7
A million tomorrows shall all pass away
C           Am             F                  G7      C
'Ere I forget all the joys that are mine today.

C           Am             F          G7
I'll be a dandy, and I'll be a rover
              C             Am               F               G7
You'll know who I am, by the song that I sing.
        C                Am         F                   G7
I'll feast at your table I'll sleep in your clover
           F                 G7                 C
Who cares what tomorrow will bring.
(Chorus)

I can't be contented with yesterday's glory,
I can't live on promises, winter to spring.
Today is my moment, and now is my story,
I'll laugh and I'll cry, and I'll sing.
(Chorus)

WEE BABY MOON
There’s a wee baby moon, lyin’ on its back, with its funny little
toes in the air

And it’s all alone in the big blue sky, but the wee baby moon
doesn’t care

Baby moon, keep shining on me baby moon

There’s a wee baby moon lyin’ on its back, with its funny little toes
in the air

And it’s all alone in the big blue sky, but the wee baby moon
doesn’t care



WITCH-A-TI

(Explanation: Comes from a Plains Indian chant. Was performed
and recorded in a jazz version by Jim and Gil Pepper.)

G  D7       C
Water spirit spring is bringing 'round my head,
G                      D7          C
Makes me feel glad that I'm not dead.
G          D7                                    C
What a spirit spring is bringing 'round my head,
G                      D7          C
Makes me feel glad that I'm not dead.

(Chorus)
      G      D7
Oh witch-a-ti, ti key mo ri
C
Oh wa nicka, oh wa nicka
G             D7         C
Hey nay, hey nay, no ah
                   G     D7
Oh witch-a-ti, ti key mo ri
C
Oh wa nicka, oh wa nicka
G             D7          C
Hey nay, hey nay, no ah

What a spirit fall is calling 'round my head,
Makes me feel glad that I'm not dead.

WHITE WINGS

White wings they never grow weary,
They carry me cheerily over the sea,

Night falls,
I long for you dearly,

I spread out my white wings and sail home to thee.
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WITCH-A-TI

(Explanation: Comes from a Plains Indian chant. Was performed
and recorded in a jazz version by Jim and Gil Pepper.)
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G                      D7          C
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G          D7                                    C
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G                      D7          C
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(Chorus)
      G      D7
Oh witch-a-ti, ti key mo ri
C
Oh wa nicka, oh wa nicka
G             D7         C
Hey nay, hey nay, no ah
                   G     D7
Oh witch-a-ti, ti key mo ri
C
Oh wa nicka, oh wa nicka
G             D7          C
Hey nay, hey nay, no ah

What a spirit fall is calling 'round my head,
Makes me feel glad that I'm not dead.

WHITE WINGS

White wings they never grow weary,
They carry me cheerily over the sea,

Night falls,
I long for you dearly,

I spread out my white wings and sail home to thee.



ROUNDS: A mixture of slow and fast songs that may be sung
at the same time by different groups.

ABOVE A PLAIN

G
Above a plain of gold and green
A young boy's head is plainly seen
A hoo ya, hoo ya, hoo ya ya, swiftly flowing water
A hoo ya, hoo ya, hoo ya ya, swiftly flowing river.

AMERICA

Dm  Am   Dm Am    Dm             Am          Dm     Am
America,  America,  how  can  I  tell  you  how  I  feel
Dm            Am  Dm              Am
You have given me many treasures
Dm  Am            Dm
I      love    you   so.

(Start the round after the second “America”)
Love, love, love, love
The only truth on earth is love
Love thy neighbor as thy brother
Love, love, love.

(Start the round after the second “America”)
Love, love, love, love
The only truth on earth is love
Love thy neighbor as thy brother
Love, love, love.

A RAM SAM SAM

A ram sam sam, a ram sam sam
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
A ra-fi, a ra-fi
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
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ROUNDS: A mixture of slow and fast songs that may be sung
at the same time by different groups.

ABOVE A PLAIN

G
Above a plain of gold and green
A young boy's head is plainly seen
A hoo ya, hoo ya, hoo ya ya, swiftly flowing water
A hoo ya, hoo ya, hoo ya ya, swiftly flowing river.

AMERICA

Dm  Am   Dm Am    Dm             Am          Dm     Am
America,  America,  how  can  I  tell  you  how  I  feel
Dm            Am  Dm              Am
You have given me many treasures
Dm  Am            Dm
I      love    you   so.

(Start the round after the second “America”)
Love, love, love, love
The only truth on earth is love
Love thy neighbor as thy brother
Love, love, love.

(Start the round after the second “America”)
Love, love, love, love
The only truth on earth is love
Love thy neighbor as thy brother
Love, love, love.

A RAM SAM SAM

A ram sam sam, a ram sam sam
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
A ra-fi, a ra-fi
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam
Guli guli guli guli guli ram sam sam



ARE YOU SLEEPING

 C
Are you sleeping, are you sleeping
    G7      C   G7
Brother John, Brother John
     C
Morning bells are ringing
     C
Morning bells are ringing
  C
Ding-dong ding, ding-dong ding.

(Start the round after the first line)
Frere Jacques, Frere Jacques
Dormez vous, Dormez vous
Sonnez les matinas, sonnez les matinas
Din-dan don, din-dan don.

Bruder Jacob, Bruder Jacob
Schlefts du ein, Schlefts du ein
Morgen glachen klingel, morgen glachen klingel
Bim-bim bam, bim-bim bam.

BUDDIES AND PALS

  C         G7
You and me we're gonna be partners
  C         G7
You and me we're gonna be pals
  C         G7
You and me we're gonna be partners

           C
Buddies and pals.

CHAIRS TO MEND

(Explanation: Envision peddlers pushing their carts through Old
England singing these words to sell their wares.)

(Key of C)
Chairs to mend, old chairs to mend
Mackerel, fresh mackerel
Any old rags, any old rags?
(Start the round after the first line)
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ARE YOU SLEEPING

 C
Are you sleeping, are you sleeping
    G7      C   G7
Brother John, Brother John
     C
Morning bells are ringing
     C
Morning bells are ringing
  C
Ding-dong ding, ding-dong ding.

(Start the round after the first line)
Frere Jacques, Frere Jacques
Dormez vous, Dormez vous
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Schlefts du ein, Schlefts du ein
Morgen glachen klingel, morgen glachen klingel
Bim-bim bam, bim-bim bam.
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  C         G7
You and me we're gonna be partners
  C         G7
You and me we're gonna be pals
  C         G7
You and me we're gonna be partners

           C
Buddies and pals.

CHAIRS TO MEND

(Explanation: Envision peddlers pushing their carts through Old
England singing these words to sell their wares.)

(Key of C)
Chairs to mend, old chairs to mend
Mackerel, fresh mackerel
Any old rags, any old rags?
(Start the round after the first line)



COME AND GO

   C          Dm       G7    C
Come and go with me today
C    Dm    G7     C
We shall sail across the bay
   C     Dm         G7   C
Come and go with me today
 C           Dm    G7          C
We shall sail across the bay
Gee I wish that I could stay
But I must be on my way
Gee I wish that I could stay
But I must be on my way.

DOWN BY THE BANKS

Down by the banks of the hanky-tank,
Where the bullfrogs jump from bank to bank,
With an eep, ipe, op, opp,
Ease off a lilly with a big, “kerplop”.

(Start the round after “the” in the second line)

EPO E TY TY AA

Oh Epo E Ty Ty Aa Oh Epo E Ty Ty Aa Oh Epo E Ty Ty.

Epo E Tooky Tooky Epo E Tooky Tooky Aa.

FRENCH CATHEDRALS

Orleans, Beaugency, Notre Dame de Clery, Vendome, Vendome.
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COME AND GO

   C          Dm       G7    C
Come and go with me today
C    Dm    G7     C
We shall sail across the bay
   C     Dm         G7   C
Come and go with me today
 C           Dm    G7          C
We shall sail across the bay
Gee I wish that I could stay
But I must be on my way
Gee I wish that I could stay
But I must be on my way.

DOWN BY THE BANKS

Down by the banks of the hanky-tank,
Where the bullfrogs jump from bank to bank,
With an eep, ipe, op, opp,
Ease off a lilly with a big, “kerplop”.

(Start the round after “the” in the second line)

EPO E TY TY AA

Oh Epo E Ty Ty Aa Oh Epo E Ty Ty Aa Oh Epo E Ty Ty.

Epo E Tooky Tooky Epo E Tooky Tooky Aa.

FRENCH CATHEDRALS

Orleans, Beaugency, Notre Dame de Clery, Vendome, Vendome.



FROM OUT THE BATTERED ELM TREE

  C G7
From out the battered elm tree
      C
The owl cries out who's there
G7
And from the distant forest
C
The cuckoo answers clear
       F        C
Cuckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo, koo, koo, koo, koo.
       F        C
Cuckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo, koo, koo, koo, koo.

GIBBERISH

Can you dig that crazy gibberish?
Can you dig it?  Can you dig it? (x2)
Oh look, there’s a chicken on the barnyard fence
Oh look there’s another one comin’ down the road
Ma-a. Ma-a. Get that son-of-a-gun off my tractor

HEAR THE LIVELY SONG

Hear the lively song
Of the frog in yonder pond
Crick, crick, crickety crick
Buuurccrump.

HEY HO NOBODY HOME

Dm    Am    Dm      Am
Hey   ho   nobody   home

 Dm          C  Dm                C
Meat  nor  drink  nor  money  have  I  none

 Dm
Still I will be merry.

(Start the round after the first line)
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FROM OUT THE BATTERED ELM TREE

  C G7
From out the battered elm tree
      C
The owl cries out who's there
G7
And from the distant forest
C
The cuckoo answers clear
       F        C
Cuckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo, koo, koo, koo, koo.
       F        C
Cuckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo, koo, koo, koo, koo.

GIBBERISH

Can you dig that crazy gibberish?
Can you dig it?  Can you dig it? (x2)
Oh look, there’s a chickenon the barnyard fence
Oh look there’s another one comin’ down the road
Ma-a. Ma-a. Get that son-of-a-gun off my tractor

HEAR THE LIVELY SONG

Hear the lively song
Of the frog in yonder pond
Crick, crick, crickety crick
Buuurccrump.

HEY HO NOBODY HOME

Dm    Am    Dm      Am
Hey   ho   nobody   home

 Dm          C  Dm                C
Meat  nor  drink  nor  money  have  I  none

 Dm
Still I will be merry.

(Start the round after the first line)



HORSEY HORSEY

     A     E
Horsey, Horsey, on your way
       A
We've been together for many a day
         E
So let your tail go swish and the wheels go round
A
Giddyup, we're homeward bound.
A         E
I like to take a horse and buggy
    A
whenever I go into town
       E
I like to hear old Dobbin clip clop

          A
I like to see the wheels go 'round.

(Start the round after the first verse)

I CIRCLE AROUND

Spreading my long wing feathers as I fly,
Spreading my long wing feathers as I fly,

I circle around,
I circle around,

The boundaries of the earth.
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HORSEY HORSEY

     A     E
Horsey, Horsey, on your way
       A
We've been together for many a day
         E
So let your tail go swish and the wheels go round
A
Giddyup, we're homeward bound.
A         E
I like to take a horse and buggy
    A
whenever I go into town
       E
I like to hear old Dobbin clip clop

          A
I like to see the wheels go 'round.

(Start the round after the first verse)

I CIRCLE AROUND

Spreading my long wing feathers as I fly,
Spreading my long wing feathers as I fly,

I circle around,
I circle around,

The boundaries of the earth.



I LOVE THE FLOWERS

C       Am      Dm                     G7
I love the flowers,   I   love  the  daffodils
C          Am        Dm           G7
I love the mountains,   I   love  the rolling hills
C       Am
I love the fireside
Dm G7
When all the lights are low -
   C        Am
Boom dee ah dah boom dee ah dah
  Dm        G7
Boom dee ah dah boom dee ah dah

(Start the round after the first line)

KOOKABURRA

        G
Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree

Merry, merry king of the bush is he
    C            G
Laugh Kookaburra laugh Kookaburra
D7         G
Gay your life must be.

(Start the round after the first line)

Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree
Eating all the gum drops he can see
Stop Kookaburra stop Kookaburra
Save some there for me.

MAKE NEW FRIENDS
C    G7
Make new friends, but keep the old,
   C  G7     C
One is silver and  the other  gold.

(Start the round after the first line)

A circle is round, it has no end,
That’s how long I’d like to be your friend
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I LOVE THE FLOWERS

C       Am      Dm                     G7
I love the flowers,   I   love  the  daffodils
C          Am        Dm           G7
I love the mountains,   I   love  the rolling hills
C       Am
I love the fireside
Dm G7
When all the lights are low -
   C        Am
Boom dee ah dah boom dee ah dah
  Dm        G7
Boom dee ah dah boom dee ah dah

(Start the round after the first line)

KOOKABURRA

        G
Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree

Merry, merry king of the bush is he
    C            G
Laugh Kookaburra laugh Kookaburra
D7         G
Gay your life must be.

(Start the round after the first line)

Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree
Eating all the gum drops he can see
Stop Kookaburra stop Kookaburra
Save some there for me.

MAKE NEW FRIENDS
C    G7
Make new friends, but keep the old,
   C  G7     C
One is silver and  the other  gold.

(Start the round after the first line)

A circle is round, it has no end,
That’s how long I’d like to be your friend



KOOKABURRA HAS NO WORK

Kookaburra has no work
He has no work to do

He sits up in a tree to lurk
To catch a snake or two.

And when he cuts a snake in half
He laughs right out with glee

Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
Hee hee hee hee hee

MY PADDLE'S KEEN AND BRIGHT

My paddle's keen and bright
Flashing like silver

Swift as the wild goose flight
Dip, dip and swing Dip, dip and swing 'er back

Flashing like silver
Swift as the wild goose flight

Dip, dip and swing.
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KOOKABURRA HAS NO WORK

Kookaburra has no work
He has no work to do

He sits up in a tree to lurk
To catch a snake or two.

And when he cuts a snake in half
He laughs right out with glee

Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha
Hee hee hee hee hee

MY PADDLE'S KEEN AND BRIGHT

My paddle's keen and bright
Flashing like silver

Swift as the wild goose flight
Dip, dip and swing Dip, dip and swing 'er back

Flashing like silver
Swift as the wild goose flight

Dip, dip and swing.



OH HOW LOVELY

C   F
Oh how lovely is the evening is the evening,
C    F
When the bells are sweetly ringing, sweetly ringing,
  C
Ding dong, ding dong.

(Start the round after the first line)

ROSE, ROSE

Rose (x4)
Shall I ever see the wed
I will marry at thy will, sire
At thy will

SARASPONDA

Sarasponda, sarasponda, Sarasponda,
ret set set,
Sarasponda, sarasponda, Sarasponda,
ret set set.

C – G C / // F C F C / G C G C
A do ra O, a do ra boomday O,
A do ra boomday, ret set set, A say, pasay Oh.
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OH HOW LOVELY

C   F
Oh how lovely is the evening is the evening,
C    F
When the bells are sweetly ringing, sweetly ringing,
  C
Ding dong, ding dong.

(Start the round after the first line)
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Sarasponda, sarasponda, Sarasponda,
ret set set,
Sarasponda, sarasponda, Sarasponda,
ret set set.

C – G C / // F C F C / G C G C
A do ra O, a do ra boomday O,
A do ra boomday, ret set set, A say, pasay Oh.



SEVEN BOTTLES OF POP

One bottle of pop
Two bottles of pop
Three bottles of pop
Four bottles of pop
Five bottles of pop
Six bottles of pop
Seven, seven bottles of pop

Fish and chips and vinegar, vinegar, vinegar Fish and chips and
vinegar, pepper, pepper pepper pot.

Don't chuck your muck in my dustbin, my dustbin, my dustbin,
Don't chuck your muck in my dustbin, my dustbin's full.

SWEETLY SINGS THE DONKEY

      C      G7        C
Sweetly sings the donkey at the break of day,

   G7                      C
If you do not feed him, this is what he'll say,

EE ah, EE ah,
G7                        C
EE ah, EE ah, EE ah.

(Start the round after the first line)

TRA-LA-LA

(EXPLANATION: Two work parties are on their way home for the
day. One had a very productive day and is singing the Tra la la
la's. The other party was not as fortunate and is singing the Hey
Ho's. Their paths eventually cross; the singing gets louder as they
meet and softer as they get further away.)

Tra la la la la la la la Tra la la la la la Tra la la la la la la la Tra la la
la la.
He.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.y
Ho.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o
Ho.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o
He.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.y.
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SEVEN BOTTLES OF POP
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Don't chuck your muck in my dustbin, my dustbin, my dustbin,
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      C      G7        C
Sweetly sings the donkey at the break of day,

   G7                      C
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EE ah, EE ah,
G7                        C
EE ah, EE ah, EE ah.

(Start the round after the first line)
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(EXPLANATION: Two work parties are on their way home for the
day. One had a very productive day and is singing the Tra la la
la's. The other party was not as fortunate and is singing the Hey
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meet and softer as they get further away.)
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WHITE SANDS AND GRAY SANDS

White sands and gray sands
Who will buy my white sands?
Who will buy my gray sands?

(Start the round after the first line)

WHY SHOULDN'T MY GOOSE

Why shouldn't my goose,
Sing as well as thy goose?
When I paid for my goose,
Twice as much as thou.

ZUM GALI GALI

Zum gal-i gal-i gal-i
Zum gal-i gal-i
Zum gal-i gal-i gal-i
Zum gal-i gal-i

He-cha-lutz le' man a-vo-dah A-vo-dah le' man he-cha-lutz.
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WHITE SANDS AND GRAY SANDS

White sands and gray sands
Who will buy my white sands?
Who will buy my gray sands?

(Start the round after the first line)

WHY SHOULDN'T MY GOOSE

Why shouldn't my goose,
Sing as well as thy goose?
When I paid for my goose,
Twice as much as thou.

ZUM GALI GALI

Zum gal-i gal-i gal-i
Zum gal-i gal-i
Zum gal-i gal-i gal-i
Zum gal-i gal-i

He-cha-lutz le' man a-vo-dah A-vo-dah le' man he-cha-lutz.



DUTY SONGS: Songs that help us get jobs done.

WELCOME SONG

We welcome you to Outdoor School
We’re mighty glad you’re here

We’ll send the air reverberating
With a mighty cheer

We’ll sing you in
We’ll sing you out

To you we’ll raise a mighty shout…
Hurrah!

Hail, hail the gang’s all here
Welcome to Outdoor School

ANNOUNCEMENT SONG (Fill in your site Supervisor’s
Name)

Announcement Time, Announcement Time
Listen to___________, it's announcement Time (x2)

Oh______, Oh______,
Listen to                it's announcement time(x2)

And here's______!

____________-ITTY DO DA (Fill in your Site Supervisor’s Name)

____________-Itty Do da,_________-A
Announcements are coming your way.
So listen up closely
To what he/she has to say
_________-Itty Do da, _________-A
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DUTY SONGS: Songs that help us get jobs done.

WELCOME SONG

We welcome you to Outdoor School
We’re mighty glad you’re here

We’ll send the air reverberating
With a mighty cheer

We’ll sing you in
We’ll sing you out

To you we’ll raise a mighty shout…
Hurrah!

Hail, hail the gang’s all here
Welcome to Outdoor School

ANNOUNCEMENT SONG (Fill in your site Supervisor’s
Name)
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To what he/she has to say
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WEATHER SONG: SUN AND RAIN OR SNOW

Sun and Rain or Snow
Sun and Rain or Snow(x2)

Weather Crew (Clap, Clap),
 where are you
We want to here the news....
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah(x2)

WEATHER SONG: WHETHER THE WEATHER…

Whether the weather be fine or
 whether the weather be not

Whether the weather be cold or
whether the weather be not

We’ll weather the weather
Whatever the weather,
Whether we like it or not

CABIN INSPECTION  (To The Tune Of The Adams Family
Theme Song)

The cabin inspection
Is coming your direction
You can't escape detection
So keep your cabin clean
Duh nuh nuh nuh... NEAT!
Dh nuh nuh nuh... SWEEP!
Duh nuh nuh nuh
Duh nuh nuh nuh
Duh nuh nuh nuh...WIPE YOUR FEET!
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WEATHER SONG: SUN AND RAIN OR SNOW

Sun and Rain or Snow
Sun and Rain or Snow(x2)

Weather Crew (Clap, Clap),
 where are you
We want to here the news....
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah(x2)

WEATHER SONG: WHETHER THE WEATHER…

Whether the weather be fine or
 whether the weather be not

Whether the weather be cold or
whether the weather be not

We’ll weather the weather
Whatever the weather,
Whether we like it or not

CABIN INSPECTION  (To The Tune Of The Addams Family
Theme Song)

The cabin inspection
Is coming your direction
You can't escape detection
So keep your cabin clean
Duh nuh nuh nuh... NEAT!
Dh nuh nuh nuh... SWEEP!
Duh nuh nuh nuh
Duh nuh nuh nuh
Duh nuh nuh nuh...WIPE YOUR FEET!



WHOOP-WHOOP FUZZ BUNNY (To the tune of Queen’s “We
Will Rock You”)

Split the audience into halves
First half sings (repeating until cabin inspectors are ready)

Whoop-whoop fuzz bunny
Whoop-whoop fuzz bunny

Second half sings (repeating until cabin inspectors are ready)

Fuzzies on the floor
Sweep them out the door
We will, We will
Sweep them, sweep them

SUGGESTED SONGS FOR DISMISSING THE DINING
HALL

BREAKFAST:
1. Alive, Awake, Alert, Enthusiastic
2. Sunshine Dances
3. Jump-Down
4. Little Red Caboose
5. Wishy-Washy-Washer-Woman

LUNCH:
1. Doughnut Song
2. Gloop-Gloop
3. Crawdad Song
4. Shoo Fly Pie
5. Mud

DINNER:
1. White Sands and Gray Sands (Not as a round)
2. We Come From the Mountains
3. Purple Lights
4. Wee Baby Moon
5. Mr. Moon
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WHOOP-WHOOP FUZZ BUNNY (To the tune of Queen’s “We
Will Rock You”)

Split the audience into halves
First half sings (repeating until cabin inspectors are ready)

Whoop-whoop fuzz bunny
Whoop-whoop fuzz bunny

Second half sings (repeating until cabin inspectors are ready)

Fuzzies on the floor
Sweep them out the door
We will, We will
Sweep them, sweep them

SUGGESTED SONGS FOR DISMISSING THE DINING
HALL

BREAKFAST:
1. Alive, Awake, Alert, Enthusiastic
2. Sunshine Dances
3. Pile of Tin
4. Little Red Caboose
5. Wishy-Washy-Washer-Woman

LUNCH:
1. Doughnut Song
2. Gloop-Gloop
3. Crawdad Song
4. Shoo Fly Pie
5. Mud

DINNER:
1. White Sands and Gray Sands (Not as a round)
2. We Come From the Mountains
3. Purple Lights
4. Wee Baby Moon
5. Mr. Moon



MAGIC PENNY(by Tony “Yosemite Sam” Profitt)

D
A penny’s made of copper
G     A
Love is made of heart
D
Magic is within us all
         G                         A
Too soon we must depart
     G     A
A magic love is in the air
          D                             G
The spirit around you flies
      C
A magic panny means I care
          A            D
Your magic in my eyes

(Chorus)
          G       A                      D
For a magic penny says the things no words can say
         G                      A                              D
It’s a silent song of friendship that has grown
          G                                 A              D
To someone who gives back to the love you give away
     G                           A              D
A magic friend will never be alone

        D                                           G                             A
For nothing can be had from a penny you don’t spend
    D                                                     G              A
A love can never grow inside ‘til given to a friend
         G                                   A                    D                      G
I’ve learned so much from all of  you I wish this would not end
         C                                                A                             D
But if we learn to share our love it will come back again

(Repeat Chorus)

ADDENDUM ADDENDUM
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MY DOG PINTO

My dog pinto ran away
He came back the very next day.

I asked Pinto where he’d been
Where oh where has Pinto been?

Pinto been, Pinto been,
Where oh where has Pinto been?

Repeat song but replace “Pinto” with a different name, Have the
audience sugeest a name for the dog or add in your own such as
“Coffee”, “Chili” or “Garbonzo.”

ADDENDUM ADDENDUM
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